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Bowling Green, Ohio

Women bring Beijing forum home
Andrea Wood
The BC News

The Fourth World Conference on
Women ended in September, but two
women from Ohio who attended were
able to bring what happened in Beijing
into sharp focus Wednesday night.
The Multicultural Affairs Committee
of the Undergraduate Student Government organized "The Womyn of Beijing
Conference" featuring two panelists
from Northwest Ohio. Both women
shared personal insight and true stories

of their experiences.
More than 35,000 women and men attended the NGOs, or "NonGovernmental Organization" workshops that took place in a tent city away
from official meetings taking place in
China's capital. Rhonda Sewell, a writer
for The Blade of Toledo and an awardwinning member of Ohio Newspaper
Women's Association, attended activities in Beijing along with her mother.
Sewell told those in attendance her
father collected newspaper articles
about the conference while she and her

mother were in Beijing.
"After reading the articles my father
saved, it was like I wasn't at the same
conference that these journalists were
at," Sewell said.
Sewell said she and many other
American women who attended the
NGOs were disappointed with the negative attitude the press took when reporting on events at the conference.
Panelist Gloria Still, feminist writer
and poet, is a professor at Capital University in Cleveland. Still agreed that
press coverage in the U.S. focused on
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David Espo
The Associated Press
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Sherie, a University student, pets Spike, a 4-year-old Iguana, at the Life Science Building Saturday.
The 6-foot-long, 15-pound Iguana was brought in as part of a community outreach program sponsored by Sigma Chi and the Herpetological Society.

WASHINGTON - With a partial shutdown stretching through
a second disruptive day, Republicans crafted legislation
Wednesday to reopen government on the condition that President Clinton agrees to balance
the budget in seven years.
Clinton threatened to veto the
measure even before the lawmakers could pass it, saying the
GOP was demanding "a level of
cuts In Medicare and Medicaid,
in education, in the environment
and a tax increase on working
people, all of which I find objectionable."
In an interview on CBS, Clinton
vowed to hold firm in the standoff, "even if it's 90 days, 120

Speakers work for equal rights
Dawn Keller
The BG News

People of all races will sink or
swim together, according to Jim
MacNamara, a member of the
Anti-Racist Action of Columbus.
MacNamara, along with Jenny
Shindler, Lisa Hutton and Ann
Pussell, members of ARA, talked
to a University audience
Wednesday night about the role
ARA plays in society.
"We're regular people together
to do the hard work to reduce racism, sexism, anti-semiti.sm and
homophobia," MacNamara said.
MacNamara said the ARA goes
by four principles.
"We go where they go," he
said. "If the Nazis, KKK or white
supremists go somewhere, we
will follow them. We'll humiliate
them, won't let them recruit,
won't let them take over the
streets with their political
movement."
He said the second principle
was not counting on the police or
the courts.
"It's not that we don't use lawsuits," he said. "But we use other
methods, too."
The third principle is a nonsectarlan defense.
"People who have different
ideologies can still work with us

to try to end intolerance and hatred," Hutton said. "We represent all ideologies, but we deal in
practicalities, in nuts and bolts."
The last principle is the organization has a broad movement to
stop racism, sexism, antisemitism and homophobia, she
said.
Hutton said anything people do
to stop hatred is important.
"Activism at any level is important, even if it's how you live
your life," Hutton said. "Even if
you just confront those who
make queer jokes or sexist comments."
Russell said she talks to high
school students about stopping
racism.
"They need to replace fear
with facts," she said. "I've noticed homophobia and a fear of
Asians [in high schools]."
MacNamara said stereotypes
cause a lot of the intolerance in
this country.
"Why do we call people from
other countries the same thing
we call beings from other
planets?" he said. "Aliens. It's
subtle but true."
"People are afraid to allow homosexuals to teach their kids,"
he said. "Actually kids are 100
times more likely to be molested
by a heterosexual than a homo-

City and University police arrested two men Tuesday for allegedly robbing two University
students at gunpoint Friday
Fellpi N. Badilla, 26, and Alfredo "Junior" Gallndo, 19, were

arrested during a police search
of their Napoleon Road home.
Both men are resident immigrants employed at Country
Smoked Meats.
According to a city police report, officers located several
guns and Items of clothing that
matched those described by vic-

days or 180 days."
That left the Impasse without
any clear end in sight, and with
the two sides scrambling for political position on an issue that
has divided them all year.
"It's time for him to put up or
shut up" on balancing the budget,
Mississippi Rep. Mike Parker,
who switched from Democrat to
Republican last week, said of
Clinton.
Senate Minority Leader Tom
Daschle, DSD, accused House
Speaker Newt Gingrich of provoking the budget crunch. "He
wants chaos. He wants collapse
of the government, and now he's
got it."
In a bizarre interlude, Gingrich
complained to reporters at
breakfast that Clinton had mistreated him and Senate Majority

David Wanner/The BC Ncwi
Jim MacNamara of the Antl-Raclst Action group of Columbus spoke to
an audience of 15 to 20 students and faculty Wednesday night in Olscamp Hall.
do you do every day to stop rasexual.
"If we're really concerned cism?' that help," she said.
"It's time to do something,"
about our kids being molested,
we should ask them to be taught MacNamara said.
"Don't just bemoan the state of
by queer teachers."
Shindler said the people who the world," Hutton said. "Do
are dedicated keep everyone go- something about it. If it makes a
difference to you, make a differing.
"It's the people who ask "What ence."

tims In Friday's armed robbery
near the smokestack, as well as
an attempted armed robbery on
Lehman Avenue Nov. 5.
The guns were reported stolen
from Goldsboro, N.C.
Badilla was charged with two
counts of aggravated robbery
and Gallndo was charged with

.

one count of receiving stolen
property for two of the guns.
Both men are being held in the
Wood County Justice Center,
with bond set for Badilla at
$50,000 and for Gallndo at
$12,500.
They are scheduled for preliminary hearings Nov. 22 at 1 p.m.

Leader Bob Dole during a trip on
Air Force One recently, and he
said that was "part of" the standoff.
The budget impasse and a Republican "hardening of attitudes" prompted Clinton to cancel his abbreviated weekend trip
to Japan to participate in an
18-nation economic conference
Congress, meanwhile, completed work on a spending bill
that would, among other things,
provide the money to keep the
White House running through the
year. While Clinton did not sign
that immediately, he did sign a
measure putting the Transportation Department in business for
the year; Congress finished that
spending bill last month, but it
wasn't sent to the White House
until Wednesday.

Battle for 'Perot
vote* also in BG
Heather Cvenoroi
The BG News

Police make arrest in campus robbery
Joe Boyle
The BG News

See WOMEN, page eight.

Republicans write conditional legislation
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as sort of a grass-roots effort on the
part of activists to push issues on the
table at the Beijing conference," Still
said.
Still went on to say the activists at the
NGO forum were instrumental in ensuring the inclusion of certain issues in
the platform drafted by the official conference in Beijing.
Both women attended as many workshops as possible out of the 5,000 offered by the NGOs, who came from all

Shutdown may cease

Cold-Blooded and Cuddly

Hr

poor weather and other negatives that
occurred in Beijing, instead of the solidarity and accomplishments most of the
women experienced.
"What I would like to convey to you
tonight is not optimism because I am
not optimistic," Still began. "But I am
hopeful. I came back so filled with hope
- hope for what can be accomplished."
Still presented a slide narrative of her
trip, showing photographs of many
different women addressing many issues.
"Many people look at the NGO forum

Part of the 1996 battle between Republicans and Democrats is over the support of the
"Perot Vote" - the independent-minded voter ~ and that
battle has come to campus.
There will
be a Reform
Party Town
Hall forum
Thursday at
7 p.m. In
Room B at
Days Inn.
The forum is
to get college students' imput
Perot
for the new party idea.
Wade Habshey, media relations director for Ross
Perot, is a consultant for the
Organizers of Citizens for Reform Party. Volunteer teams
are traveling all over Ohio to
obtain signatures on a petition
to form a third party. Habshey
is traveling in Northwest Ohio
for the petition drive.
Habshey said he is pleased
with voter turnout.
"I've talked to over 200 students [at the University] and
four out of five are registered
voters," he said. "That's tremendous - that's above normal for college students."
Habshey said so far three
out of five have signed the petition.
Habshey said Ohio needs
34,000 signatures on the petition to form a third party by

Nov. 20. Only registered
voters can sign.
According to the Organizers
of Citizens for Reform Party,
in the U.S., 28 percent of all
voters are Democrats, 31 percent are Republicans and 37
percent are Independents.
However, 52 percent of Democrats and 48 percent of Republicans want a new party.
Some of the principles of the
Reform Party include setting
ethical standards for the
White House and Congress,
balancing the budget, creating
a new tax system and lobbying
reform.
Habshey said the goal of the
petition drive is to give the organizers of the reform party
the management and organizational tools to build their
party.
Curtis Peet, associate
professor of political science,
said he is against the formation of a third party in our
electoral system, but thinks it
is good for the parlimentary
system.
"Our electoral system is designed to work best with two
parties," Peet said. "A person
does not become president by
winning votes, but by winning
states."
Peet said even if the third
party makes up one-third the
population of all voters in the
U.S., it wont come close to
electing a president - it has to
win state votes.
"The third party would add
something foreign to the electoral process as it has evolved.'
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Ribeau should
be listened to
University President Sidney Ribeau will speak about
the necessity of a University community Friday.
The News believes everyone should attend the speech.
For years, we complained that former President Paul
Olscamp was never available or willing to listen.
However, Ribeau is making the effort, and he should
be listened to.
Not only that, students need to address issues.
We're all willing to complain about wanting a better
Student Union, high costs of food, the lack of computers
and the lack of lighting on campus.
If we want to get something done, we need to talk to
the right people and Ribeau is a good person to start
with.
This is University students' chance to affect the process, as opposed to just be affected by it.
Ribeau has proven that he cares about this University.
That's what the Building Community Project is about
He cares about this University and the input of students. And for students to choose not to give input would
create the image that we don't really care, but just need
something to complain about.
The News urges faculty to use this project to learn to
talk together, and make the University more interdisciplinary.
After all, we need English to learn math and math to
learn English.
There needs to be a cooperation between all departments.
That's not just educational departments, but the financial ones, as well.
Students don't care who processes their financial aid
forms, as long as it gets done.
So, we suggest that the administration and staff also
use this project to learn to work together.
Students pay thousands of dollars to attend this University every year. We have a rlgnt to be comfortable
here, and we have a right to say how we would be comfortable.
We should take the time to build the community at this
University because students make up a big part of it
Instead of a long line of cars leaving Bowling Green
every weekend, we need to find a way to keep people
here.
The project is designed to help students, faculty and
administrators feel at home at the University.
Students need to help faculty and administrators find
a way to make the University more comfortable.
The first step is going to this speech and addressing
issues we feel are important.
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Some things never change
Hate is reality
Don't you know Cod hates?
-Nailbomb
Exactly one week ago today, a
very brave woman by the name
of Erma Gorman came to this
campus to speak about how she
managed to survive through the
Holocaust.
At the end of her emotional and
horrifying tale, Erma offered to
answer questions from the
crowd. By some bizzare twist of
fate, I was one of the people
called on.
"How does it make you feel to
know that the Nazi party Is once
again gaining support in
Europe?" I asked, since it was an
issue she had not addressed in
her discussion.
After informing the audience
that the Nazi party is also starting to gain a lot of support In the
United States, Erma chillingly
addressed my question.
"Don't you think that makes
me scared?" she said to the silent
audience, who apparently either
forget or became desensitized to
the fact that it was living human
beings like Erma that the Nazi
party killed, and continues to kill,
to this very day.
Erma went on to talk about how
she once saw a handsome young
skinhead on TV. This young man
had a picture of Adolf Hitler
hanging behind him, and he was
talking about how all of the Jews
should be killed.
Erma said that she couldn't understand how or why people

could rationalize, let alone perform, such horrible actions.
I'll get back to that point shortly. But for now lets talk about
something of a slightly different
nature: Our childhoods.
I'm sure you were all In at least
one of the following three situations when you were younger

aron
weisbrod
A) You watched someone get
beat-up by a bully or bullies. B)
You were beat-up by a bully
and/or bullies. C) You were a
bully.
One thing about our society
that never ceases to amaze me is
the general disregard to this topic. In way too many of these situations the parents of both the
bullies and the bullied usually
play off bullying as something

the offending children will grow
out of.
But the question is, do bullies
ever grow out of bullying on their
own? I mean, in 1939 England and
France finally declared war on
Germany for invading Poland,
but before that Hitler was freely
conquering most of the Europe.
Maybe they should have just
waited for Hitler to learn for
himself that bullying was wrung.
Oops, sorry about that. I forgot
that this was a column about
childhood bullies. Anyway, the
kids who I knew were bullies in
grade school didn't ever seem to
learn that bullying is wrong. Instead they either became hopeless drug addicts (hence they
were too mellow to care about
beating the crap out of people) or
joined high school sports like
football and wrestling (that way
they still got to beat-up on people).
I'm now going to officially go
out on a limb: I can't help but
think that people who partake In
violent activities are at least
somewhat violent at heart.
Maybe I'm way off on a presumption like that, but hey, this is
an opinion column, remember?
In fact, I'll even argue that junior high, high school, college, and
national sports such as football
and wrestling do little more than
breed violence.
Well let's fast-forward to the
point where the sports scene is
no longer possible for our brainwashed little baddies. The violence they were once so used to

dishing out to other people
through school sports programs
is now, well, illegal.
"Crap. I miss beating-up on
people," Ex-jock Joe says.
Enter your local propagandist.
"Hey, have you ever noticed how
all of those filthy niggers are getting into sports Just because
they're black?" he says to Exjock Joe.
Next thing you know, Ex-jock
Joe's head is totally filled with
lies concerning all sorts of minority groups, and Ex-jock Joe is
now a proud member of the Ku
Klux Klan (also known as the Illiterate Facists of America).
Now he has people to beat-up
on again.
Well damn, it seems as if good
old Joe went from being a violent
child, to a violent student, to a
violent "athlete," to a violent 22
year-old man.
But hey, that's only one person,
right? What harm can one guy
named Joe do?
That is, besides take over most
of the planet under a facist racist
regime like a certain overzealous German man almost did a
short time ago.
Aaron Weisbrod is the Thursday columnist guy. Send comments, reactions, and stuff to
aaronw@bgnet.bgsu.edu or 210
West Hall. This column is dedicated to all those people who can
relate with this column all too
well. You know who you are, and
who they were.
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Parties discuss crime laws
Jason Sonensheln
College Democrats
For years, the Republicans
have considered crime to be one
of "their issues." Republicans
have had a reputation for being
tough on crime and strong supporters of law enforcement.
However, the actions of the Republican 104th Congress have
shown that this reputation does
not reflect reality.
The Democrats, on the other
hand, are committed to protecting Americans from crime. The
1994 Crime Bill, passed by the
Democratic 103rd Congress and
signed into law by President
Clinton, Is already strengthening
law enforcement and keeping
guns out of the hands of criminals. The Crime Bill provides for
100,000 additional police officers. So far, community policing
grants have been awarded to put
24,000 new police officers on the
streets. The assault weapons ban,
part of the Crime Bill, has
already stopped domestic gun
manufacturers from producing
assault weapons and ammunition
clips holding more than 10
rounds. The Violence Against
Women Act, also part of the
Crime Bill, combines tough new
sanctions against abusers with
assistance to police, prosecutors,
and battered women's shelters.
The Brady BUI, also passed by
the Democratic 103rd Congress
and signed into law by President
Clinton, has been Immensely
successful in keeping guns out of
the hands of criminals. According to government estimates,
70,000 convicted felons, drug
offenders, and fugitives have
been prevented from purchasing
handguns as a result of the Brady
BUI.
The Republicans, on the other
hand, are trying to repeal these

^Jf?*

and other successful programs
Instituted by President Clinton
and Congressional Democrats.
The Republicans plan to repeal
the assault weapons ban, the
Crime Bill's provision for 100,000
new police officers, and the ban
on "cop killer" bullets. Furthermore, Congressional Republicans seek to eliminate $50 miUion
from the Violence Against Women Act.

"The Republicans
have gone beyond
attempting to repeal
provisions of the
crime bill."
Jason Sonenshein
President College Democrats
The Republicans have gone
beyond attempting to repeal provisions of the Crime B1U. Republicans on the House Appropriations Committee plan to allow
convicted felons to posess, ship,
transport, and receive firearms
and ammunition. The Republican
Congressional Majority is also
proposing severe cuts in antidrug programs, including a 60
percent cut in Safe and Drug
Free Schools, a 26 percent cut In
prevention and treatment services, and a SO percent cut in international anti-drug cooperation
programs.
The Republicans aren't entirely soft on crime, however.
Republican Speaker Newt Gingrich has demonstrated his own
arrogance and hipocrisy by Increasing his taxpayer-funded
personal security detail from one
officer to nine.

Brian Olcken
College Republicans
America is facing a very serious problem. A problem that 20
to 30 years ago not many people
thought about. That problem is
crime. Since 1960, the total number of crimes reported has increased over 300 percent. We
hear stories of how crime Is a
"poor man's" problem. Yet,
crime la everyone's problem and
something must be done to reverse the ever increasing crime
rate. That is why when the Republican Congress took office in
January, they vowed to do something about it. The Taking Back
Our Streets Act of 1995 Is just the
first step.
The Republicans are calling
for mandatory sentencing, truthin-sentencing, reforms in the appeals process, and many other
things. The Republican plan will
do what the Omnibus Crime Bill
of 1994 did not do. The plan calls
mandatory minimum prison sentences for those who use
firearms in committing a crime.
For example, if someone is carrying a gun while committing a
state or federal drug or violent
crime, a minimum of 5 years in
prison will be given. The penalty
only increases as the crime or
participation increases.
The criminals must- also pay
full restitution to their victims
for any damages caused as a result of the crime. The current law
does not mandate such actions.
The plan also allows for the court
to order restitution to any person
that was affected by the crime
committed.
The Republican plan calls for
over $10 billion over five years
for local governments to fund
law enforcement and crime reduction programs. It then authorizes another $10.5 billion

over six years for the Attorney
General to grant for the building
of new prisons.

"Criminals should
not have air
conditioning, cable
television and
extensive training
facilities."
James Dickens
President College Republicans
The Republicans are calling
for crime prevention not crime
reaction. The reforms being
brought forth with will make
prison be what it is supposed to
be. Punishment. Punishment for
crime committed against society
and people. It's time to end the;
coddling of convicted felons.
Criminals should not have air
conditioning, cable television and
extensive training facilities;
They should be put In their cells
to serve a penalty for a crime:
They should not be "rewarded"
for committing crime. The time*
has come to abandon the liberal
ways of the past 40 years and
make criminals pay for what;
they have done.

CORRECTION
In the Tuesday edition of
The News a feature photo
stated that the men's soccer
team clinched their first
NCAA tournament since
1982, which should have
stated since 1992. The News
regrets the error.
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Ohio opens more missions stations
I'll"

Movie will
shown tonight

be

"Casablanca, the 1942
film starring Humphrey
Bogartand Ingrid Bergman
will be shown tonight in
Gish Film Theater at 9.
Admission is free.
The film, which won an
Oscar for best picture, stars
Bogart as a bar owner in
Casablanca during World
War II who must help his
former girlfriend and her
husband escape the Nazis.
The film also stars Claude
Rains, Sydney Greenstreet
and Peter Lorre. It was directed by Michael Curtiz.

Ensemble to present
concert

The University Percussion Ensemble, under the
direction of Roger Schupp,
will present a free concert
at 8 p.m. in Bryan Recital
Hall of the Moore Musical
Arts Center.

"A Christmas Carol" will come to
University

The University theater
department will present
nine performances of "A
Christmas Carol," a holiday
classic by Charles Dickens,
from Nov. 17 through Dec.
10.
Adapted for the stage by
Joanna Maclay, "A Christmas Carol" tells the story of
a miser, Ebenezer Scrooge,
who is visited by three spirits. On the journey through
a past he has forgotten, a
present he ignored and a future he could not bear,
Scrooge learns to mend his
ways and discovers the true
meaning of Christmas.
"A Christmas Carol" will
be performed at the Eva
Marie Saint Theatre on the
second floor of University
Hall. Performances will run
at 8 p.m. Nov. 17,18, Dec. 1,
2,8 and 9. There will also Be
matinee performances at 2
p.m. on Nov. 19, Dec. 3 and
10.
Graduate student Patrick
Julian is directing the production.
Tickets are $6 for adults,
$4 for students and seniors,
and are available by calling
the box office at (419)
372-2719 Monday through
Friday from 10 a.m.- 2 p.m.
and 4-7 p.m. Remaining
tickets will be available at
the door the night of the
performances.

CINCINNATI -- The stai on
Wednesday opened anoth
group of testing stations f a
more rigorous auto emiss ntest
that will be required ever two
years for car registration :newals.
Other groups of the testjig
stations opened Nov. 1 in
Cleveland-Akron and Daybn-Springfield areas. The Ohii Environmental Protection Ag« cy is
overseeing the program,
intended to help reduce; i pollution in those urban areas I
Seven testing stations >jened
Wednesday and six othenare
scheduled to open duruiytie next
few months for the testiij program in Hamilton, Butlei Clermont and Warren countU in the
Cincinnati metropolitan cgion.
The seven stations were > open
Nov. 1, but there were deays in
getting them ready, OhioSPA
spokeswoman Heidi Gagon said.
Metropolitan Air Reserch
Testing Authority Techntogies,
based in Nashville, Tenn.Was awarded a $114 million coitact
over 10 years to operate rt 13
testing sites.
Envirotest Systems, of Stottsdale, Ariz., has a $266.8 m ion
contract for 10 years to op rate
the test centers for the Cl( eland-Akron and Dayton-Si ingf ield areas. Eleven of the "A
Cleveland-Akron stations ive
opened and five of the eig Dayton-Springfield stations ai operating, with the other cente \ to be
opened in coming weeks, < ignon
said.
The tests involve hookin a car
to monitoring equipment ; d
operating the vehicle on a eadmill to test effectiveness o pollution control systems. The t >t replaces the current Ohio inspection in which the techi cian
looks under the hood and o serves whether pollution cont >1
equipment is in place.

Radioactive search levice tested

CINCINNATI -- Officialoverseeing the cleanup of radioctive
wastes at an idled uraniumirocessing plant are testing aevice
to see if it can pinpoint coiiimir.ated ground.
Portable detectors - matted
on carts or vehicle bumperi- are
being aimed at the ground* Fernald to find contaminated ieas
or to make sure that crewsjave
excavated all contaminantifrom
an area. Rod Warner of they .S.
Department of Energy saiq
Wednesday.
The device can pinpoint '
radioactive material to witin six
feet, its developers said. I
The detector could savefme
and money at the 1,050-ac: Fernald plant by avoiding the eed to
take ground samples and; 'ait
their testing in a laboratoi
Warner said.
The device is known as *DMAPS, for radiation dete< >r and
mapping system. The lnf< na-

tion it gathers is relayed to a
computer and can be used in an
animation sequence or in maps to
track progress for the cleanup
area.
The government will spend a
projected $4.8 billion during the
next 10 years to clean up solid
and liquid wastes at Fernald, 18
miles northwest of Cincinnati.
The waste was accumulated during almost 40 years of uranium
processing for the government's
production of nuclear weapons.

Town Meeting
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Healthy diet reduces
heart risks

ANAHEIM, Calif. - Losing 10
pounds and modestly cutting salt
intake significantly lowered the
risk of heart attacks and strokes
in people with blood pressure
only slightly above normal - a
group that includes 80 million
Americans.
The benefits of lowering blood
pressure are well known in people with hypertension, or blood
pressure higher than 140 millimeters over 90. The picture has
been less clear for those with
blood pressure lower than that
but still above the normal 120
over 80.
A study reported Wednesday at
the American Heart Association's annual meeting showed
that a 10-pound weight loss and a
20-25 percent reduction in salt intake produced a drop of about 2
millimeters in both the top and
bottom blood-pressure numbers.
That may sound small, but if
that were achieved throughout
the American population, it
would save tens of thousands of
lives, said the study's author, Dr.
Paul Whelton of Johns Hopkins
Hospital in Baltimore.
The study used personal counseling to help 2,382 overweight
men and women lose weight and
eat less salt. After six months, the
researchers measured a 2-millimeter drop in blood pressure.
One problem, though, was that
the participants did not maintain
their weight loss, salt reduction
and blood pressure drop over the
three-year course of the study.
By the end of the study, the blood
pressure drop was only 1 millimeter, and the average weight
loss 4-5 pounds, Whelton said.
Whelton's conclusion is that
watching one's diet over the long
term and keeping blood pressure
down will require deeper
changes in the way Americans
live and eat.
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ABC Nightline anchor Ted Koppel, sitting In front of a photograph showing rightwing extremists
calling the late Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin "a traitor," speaks to Leah Rabin during a
special Nightline town meeting show at the Jerusalem Theater Wednesday.

in The Hague, is being confronted by senior U.S. official at the
Bosnia peace negotiations near
Dayton, Ohio, spokesman Nicholas Burns said.
Unless the Croatian president
can provide a reasonable explanation, Croatia will be faced with a
U.S. move for economic and political sanctions even if there is an
agreement to end the war, Burns
said.
"The decision is contrary to the
will of the international community," the U.S. spokesman said.
He again ruled out as "inconceivable" that Radovan Karadzic
and Ratko Mladic, the Bosnian
Serbs' political and military
leaders, would be in positions of
authority if a settlement was
reached.
"The U.S. position is that indicted war criminals should not be in
command positions," Burns said.
Karadzic and Mladic were indicted by the war crimes tribunal
that is investigating atrocities by
rival ethnic factions. To date, 45
Serbs and seven Croats, including Blaskic, have been indicted.
Christopher met with Tudjman
Tuesday night at WrightPatterson Air Force Base after
the promotion to a top post in the
army inspector's office was announced, but did not raise the isU.S. criticizes promosue. Burns said in response to a
reporter's question. However, he
tion
said chief U.S. mediator Richard
WASHINGTON - Croatian
Holbrooke was instructed to conPresident Franjo Tudjman, a pivotal figure in the U.S. effort to
front Tudjman before the Croatian president's departure
settle the war in Bosnia, was
sharply criticized Wednesday by Wednesday night for Zagreb to
the State Department for promot- open parliament.
ing a Bosnian Croat general indicted by the U.N. war crimes
Peres to form new
tribunal.
government
Tudjman, who announced the
TEL AVIV, Israel - Uniting to
promotion of Gen. Tlhomlr Blasprove that ballots, not bullets,
kic on Tuesday, a day after the
officer was indicted by the court must determine the government
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of Israel, lawmakers across the
political spectrum backed Shimon Peres as premier on
Wednesday.
President Ezer Weizman gave
the Labor Party leader 21 days tc
form a new Cabinet after parties
representing 111 out of the 120
Knesset members - including
most of the right-wing opposition
- recommended him.
Many Israelis are deeply repentant over the poisonous political atmosphere that cost Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin his life.
Peres accepted Wednesday's
offer "with a heavy heart, in light
of the circumstances."
"The death of a great prime
minister, the late Yitzhak Rabin,
has left the nation shocked and
pained," he said. "I will make
every effort to form a government that will broaden peace
with our neighbors and within

SNOW

ULVSJ-

us."
Peres, 72, has been a fixture of
Israeli politics since the 1950s.
He now plans to surround himself
with younger lieutenants and try
to tap the surprising new support
from young people, who have
turned out by the hundreds of
thousands to mourn Rabin.
Despite the initial support,
Peres' Knesset coalition will
likely remain fragile: It has only
63 of the body's 120 members,
and his plans to accelerate the
peace process are already rankling right-wingers.
Opposition leaders say Peres'
slim majority is Inappropriate for
making decisions as critical as
giving up strategic and historically significant land.
Compiledfiom staff and wire
reports.
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Chicken
& Ribs
$6.95
All You Can Kal

Incl: potatoes, toss salad
& garlic bread
OI'IV (:;l0 7|>iif
■ All Siudent meal plan cards
accepted

20,000
readers
daily

SDAY

IT MAKES GOOD CENTS
TO DONATE PLASMA

Grand Opening!!!

PLASMA IS SEEDED
IMMEDIATELY!

of
One of the lorgosr Night Clubs/ Sports Dors

BOWL-N-GREEN RY

In The Midwest

Pasta
Day
$5.20
plus tax

Incl: Complete sal a) bar,
garlic bread and un lited
beverage.
OPEN 4:30-7 >m
* All students meal plar ards
accepted

■' ■

It's
FREE!

•

(over 40,000 sq.feet)

Giving

Plasma is
Sera-Tec
Biologicals

sterile and
safe.

Limited Partnership I
350 W. Woodruff Ave.
Toledo, Ohio 43624

255-6772
ASK ABOUT OUR "FUND
RAISER" PROGRAM
FOR FRATERNITIES &
SORORITIES!

SAVC UVCSf CARN MONCV

Asylum, Underground,
Pool/ Gome Room
Grid Iron Sports Dor & Grill
Transit Music Cofe...
All Under the Some Roof!!

completely

•

There is a

Grand Opening Night Nov. 22

cash reward
for Plasma
Donations!

WE NEED
ALL TYPES!
Bring in this ad
for a $5 bonus on
your lirst
donation!

EKOOSTIK HOOKAH
Thurs. Nov. 16th - Deadeye Dick
Fri. Nov. 17th - Kiel Rock (on the main stage)
Sun. Nov. 19th - My Life With The Thrill Kill Kult
Sat. Nov. 25th - Better Than Ezra
1

Tickets or* available at all Ticket Master Locations
Info line (419) 243-4446 or 240-4449
209 N. Superior Toledo. OH
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The computer cr
Committee will decide the priorities
Jay Young
about planning. Not just for today,
The BC News
but where we need to be for the
Most agree there needs to be next 10 years." Ribeau said.
"They're looking at all aspects of
advances in technology made at
the University. Few groups agree
technology. In order to do that, we
on what the best approach to
need to look at academic protechnology is. Finding the
grams, administrative needs and
common ground will be the duty
they also need to look at what's
happening throughout the nation
of a new committee appointed by
President Sidney Ribeau.
and what other campuses are
doing."
The Campus Technology
Master Plan Task Force met for
Ribeau said without such
the first time this week. This
direction the University will not
committee will push the
be able to survive in the future.
University's technology effort into
"It's a very high priority
the 21st century.
initiative," Ribeau said. "Before
"It's a group to really talk
the end of the next semester I

would like to have their reports so
I can take those reports and share
them with the campus community."
Committee Chairman Louis
Katzner, graduate dean, said the
committee will be reviewing work
completed by prior committees.
"We are going to look at a
number of reports," Katzner said.
"There are anywhere from six to
12 reports that have been completed in technology related
issues."
Katzner said the initial
meeting Tuesday was spent
planning the effort.

"The first thing we need to
do is decide how we are going to
organize things." Katzner said.
"As a committee our first challenge is to look at all of these
things and say. 'How can we look
at all of this systematically?"
Christopher Dalton, vice
president for Planning and
Budgeting, said the committee
will play a key role in the
University's future.
"It's a critically important
project for the University," Dalton
said. "You want to have a coherent
plan so your resources are going to
the highest priority area. You also

want to have a coherent plan so
everyone is moving in the same
direction."
Katzner said some long
hours will probably have to be put
in, but the committee will meet
Ribeau's deadline. He said the
committee will be looking at a
plan that will focus on the next
five to seven years.
"We'll probably revisit (the
plan] and update it within seven
years," Katzner said. "Technology
changes so quickly. To have a plan
for any longer than that doesn't
make any sense."

Lines sponsored by dollars and space
Jay Young
The BC News
University administrators
say there is not enough money to
purchase more computers now.
Even if there was, one would have
a tough time finding a place to put
them.
Toby Singer, computer
operations director, said rpore
computers could not be put in
most of the labs.
"There are rules and
regulations that we have to follow,
space wise, fire codes and ADA
laws," Singer said.
Finding money to purchase
new computers and maintain old
technology must be done first,
though.
A struggle to find money
has not always been a problem.
Dick Conrad, Computer Operations director, said money wasn't
the biggest concern 10 years ago.
"There was a time in the 80's
when I had a policy." Conrad said.
"If you would find the space for
40 or more computers, I would
buy the computers, I would set up
a lab, I would staff it, I would take
all the supplies and put them in
you area. The only rule was that it
had to be a public lab for the entire
University's use."
Conrad said the policy led to
labs in the Business Administration building, Williams Hall and
the Library. He said the money is
not available to do that today.
The struggle to find money
is something the University has
attempted to tackle several ways.

Computing on Campus
Apple
Count taken
Oct. 15. Source:
Computer
Services.
Tech
Union
Science
BALab
Jerome Library
After the Board of Trustees
approved a six percent tuition
increase,Trustee President John
Laskey defended the decision in a
statement using technology.
"Computers are having a
huge impact upon the learning
process on this campus and it is
Bowling Green's goal to provide
students with the most up-to-date
computer technology possible,"
Laskey said. "Students have made
clear their desire for this technology and we are trying to meet that
need."
Conrad said the money from
the tuition hike is being saved.
"That money is going into a
pool, in which the University
Budget Committee will be
determining how that money will
be spent," Conrad said.
Students living on campus

40
84
26
3
32.

also began paying a $50 technology fee this fall.
Part of the money from the
technology fee was going to be
used to network Anderson Hall. In
a letter to Anderson residents this
fall Richard Hughes, associate
director of Student Housing and
Residence Programs, explained
why the job could not be done.
"The current telephone
wiring in Andercon does not meet
the specification necessary to
provide network connections,"
Hughes said. "Correcting this
problem would require an extensive overhaul of the wiring system
which, in turn, could result in
extended interruptions of telephone service."
Conrad said the $50 fee has
helped students this semester.
"One of the things that

IBM

40
6
0
38
8
money went for, it pushed us to
123 Power Macs for the residence
halls," Conrad said. "What you
don't have for your $50 is networking in Anderson. I would
love to do that, and we're trying to
come up with solutions."
Finding money to maintain
existing systems is also a challenge for University officials. John
Gruber, Computer Services
director, said finding money for
staff is his biggest problem.
"The biggest challenge we
have right now, in my specific
area, is how to balance maintaining what we have and building
new." Gruber said.
"For years and years we've
been building new and maintaining old. Things that we've built
haven't gone away. They still
require people."

Technology demand on the rise
Jay Young
The BC News
With new products being
introduced all of the time, the need
for students to know how to use a
computer is on the rise. More now
than ever, instructors and students
are using computers to do the
learning that was once limited to
the classroom.
Junior Kathy Gerdman said
at elementary education major her
instructors take advantage of the
computers available to promote
teaming.
"We're required to type
things at least." Gerdman said.

"I've had classes where we use email."
President Sideny Ribeau
said if the University is going
produce people who can compete
in the work force technical
advances will have to be made.
"It's essential that we move
ahead expeditiously," Ribeau said.
The work that you do is going to
be radically changed by technology, so we need to begin exposing
our students to those new technologies today."
Freshman Mike Wisniewski
said as a computer science major
technology is the basis for his

education.
"As a computer science
major it is definitely important to
me," Wisniewski said. "Plus there
are all sorts of reports, and with
this Internet system you can
access information from all
around."
Fiona Mackinnon-SUney,
Faculty Senate chairwoman, said
faculty see technology as a key to
the learning environment.
"Faculty see technology as a
very important part of this
learning environment,"
Mackinnon-Slaney said. "It
provides a tool that is so important

for students to understand."
Mackinnon-Slaney said
faculty members need to be taught
how to teach students about what
the tools of technology have to
offer.
"It is also very important .
that faculty have access to basic
work station capabilities,"
Mackinnon-Slaney said.
"Some support has been
made available, but we realize that
we need more faculty development opportunity. Every field has
its own unique way in utilizing
technology," she said.
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The CHATing
stops where?
Jay Young
The BG News
You are standing in line
wailing (o do something you really
don't want to do.
The lab is packed full of
people and you have work to do.
Meanwhile, those preventing you
from getting the work done are
having a good time playing
around.
Such is the viewpoint of
some people waiting to get on a
- computer because others are
surfing Internet, or communicating
I via IRC to the person across the
room.
Junior Kathy Gerdman said
I it bothers her when she is waiting
f to use a computer and others are
■ playing around on IRC or the
■Internet.
"It's irritating, but I think
lyou shouldn't be able to kick
I somebody off," Gerdman said.
I "The lab could maybe not put an
llnternet link on some of the
■computers. That way they can
■always be certain that some
jcomputers are open for other
|things."
Dick Conrad, Computer

Services director, said the IRC
complaint is one he is very
familiar with.
"We hear it everyday,"
Conrad said. "If you can tell me
that IRC or CHAT has no educational value. I can use that to
convince our advisory committee
to take it off."
Conrad said it would be
nearly impossible to judge what is
educational and what is not.
Freshman Mike Wisniewski
said people who have work to do
should come before those just
playing around.
"The shouldn't come first if
they are just BS'ing," Wisniewski
said. "If they are getting real work
done for a class, I don't know how
you mandate that. People who do
need to get their work done should
have the computer rights."
Senior Eric Nicely said
since he is rarely in the labs he
really doesn't care if people are
using IRC while he waits in line.
"If they're quick, I have no
problem with it really," Nicely
said. "I'll use it. If I'm waiting in
line, so equal opportunity for
everyone else."

Avoiding the computer
lab rush hours

Jay Young
The BG News
It is one of the few places on
campus that most students can say
they have spent over five hours at
during their time at the University.
Unfortunately, for those looking to
get work done quickly, it is also
the place where most people try to
spend the same time of day at.
Students who wait until the
afternoon and evening to work in
the computers labs will find
themselves waiting in line to do
their work.
A recording of the number
of people in each lab is made
about every half-hour. Records
provided by University Computer
Services show that between Sept.
24 and Oct. IS the individual
public labs reached capacity IS2
times.
Sophomore Jim Fogarty said
he usually visits the University
computer labs once or twice each
week. While standing in line at the
Union lab, he said the institution
"definitely" needs more computers
for students.
"Look at all of these people,
if s crazy," Fogarty said. "I think
they should expand the whole lab.
I think it's really important,
because I don't think a lot of
people have a personal computer
that they can use themselves."

Freshman Kelli Woehrmyer
come to the labs also has to
said she uses the labs a couple
change to avoid crowds, according
times each day. She said she
to Conrad.
usually stands in line before using
"What I need to try and do is
a computer.
spread the load." Conrad said. "I
"There's such a high need
don't need everyone at 10 in the
for computers," Woehrmyer said.
morning until midnight. Come in
"Everybody needs them for papers at 8 p.m. I need them to come in
they have to write. I think the
on Friday or come in on Saturday
school, since they have all of the
to better utilize what we have
now."
money, should go ahead and buy
more computers."
Conrad said people also
President Sidney Ribeau
need to reconsider the place
said the possibility of putting more they're going if there are always
computers in
lines. He
the labs right
emphasized
now is zero.
that the
"We don't have the
Williams Hall
"We
don't have
lab was
money right now.
the money to
opened from
That's the bottom
throw more
7:30-11:30
line."
computers in
p.m. starting
President Sidney Ribeau
right now,"
in October.
Ribeau said.
"Right
"That's the
now, the
bottom line."
busiest time we've seen in
Dick Conrad, Computer
Williams Hall since it opened is
Services director, said students
15 or 16 people at one time, and
need to break some habits if they
we've got 35 computers in there,"
don't want to wait in line.
Conrad said. "Here's a question I
"If people who want to use
have. Do you buy enough computthe computers do not want to
ers to meet the needs of the client
stand in line they'll do it on Friday during the busiest period of the
and they'll do it on Saturday,"
semester, knowing that may only Conrad said. "We've never had a
happen one or two weeks of the
line on Saturday, anywhere."
year? Or do you buy something
less than that?"
The time of day people

1
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Campus GIVEs
to community
Genell Pavellch
The BC News
University fraternities and
sororities will volunteer their
time to various community
service causes as "Greeks Initiating Volunteer Efforts"
week begins today and runs
through
Sunday.
Amie Struble, community service
representative for the
Panhellenic
Council, said
the GIVE
week events
will help out
many people in the community.
"Each day is an effort to
give back to the community,"
she said.
Fraternities and sororities
are paired up to participate in
the community service
projects. Fourteen of the sororities and 10 of the fraternities on campus will be participating in GIVE week.
"During this holiday season,
we wanted to do something,"
Struble said. "There were a lot
of organizations that needed
help, and we wanted to target
as many of those groups as we
could."
Kathleen Rizzo, coordinator
of community service education for the University's
Greek chapters, said GIVE

week is a way for the Greek
system to be more visible in
the community and on campus.
"Greeks do many small service projects through the
year, that often go unnoticed,"
Rizzo said. "By getting involved with this service
project, Greeks are showing
the rest of the campus what
they can do when they put
their minds to it."
Today, members of the
Greek community will be collecting clothes for the Salvation Army, Struble said. They
will also be collecting food for
the Christian Food Pantry in
Bowling Green Friday and
decorating doors at the Wood
County Nursing Home Saturday, as well as going to lunch
with some of the residents.
Rizzo said members of the
Greek community who participated in the service projects
are encouraged to attend the
Phi Mu sorority's Pancake
Breakfast at St. Thomas
Moore Church Sunday, with
the benefits going toward
Project Hope.
Originally, members of the
chapters were supposed to
work at a soup kitchen on
Sunday, but plans fell through.
Rizzo said by having the
members attend the Pancake
Breakfast, they are still helping to support another chapter
and cause.
See VOLUNTEERS, page eight.

Volunteers give life to Quilt
Brandon Wray
The BC News
Many students and faculty are
volunteering time from Feb. 27 to
Feb. 29, 1996 when the AIDS
Memorial Quilt will be at the
University.
Cameron Underdown, a senior
psychology major in charge of
gathering volunteers, said most
of the volunteers are helping out
because they really care about
the issue of AIDS and want to do
something about It
"I personally have known
friends who died from AIDS and
know people living with AIDS
right now," Underdown said.
Tonia Stewart, associate to the
vice president of Student Affairs
and co-chairwoman of the quilt
committee, said she was very
moved when the Quilt was here
in 1993.

Many at University donate
time for AIDS Memorial
"The 1993 showing of the quilt
attacted 7,000 people and the
committee hopes to surpass that
this time," Stewart said.
Underdown said the volunteers
here at the University are very
dedicated.
"As volunteers we really care
about doing this properly,"
Underdown said. "We feel people
will moved by the quilt because it
is a very emotional and humbling
experience."
The showing will feature guest
speakers from the national scene
and also from Northwest Ohio.
"We are trying to get Jean
White, the mother of the Indiana
teenager Ryan White who died
after contracting AIDS from a

blood transfusion," Stewart said.
All money collected will go to
David's House in Toledo, which
cares for people dying of AIDS
who have nowhere else to go.
"At the quilt display we will
have a support room for anyone
who wants to talk about what
they saw with people from the
Counseling Center," Underdown
said. "We need a lot of student
volunteers to read names, distribute information and collect
donations."
"We find that people are very
affected by the quilt no matter
what their previous experience
is," Stewart said. "Those who
have pre-conceptions often feel
different after seeing panels

Bloodmobile encourages donations
Shonda Honlgford
The BC News
Students who believe college
saps the life out of them now
have the chance to have some
blood removed from them as
well.
The American Red Cross
Bloodmobile is on campus this
week in the basement of the
Northeast Commons. The
Bloodmobile is open everyday
from 10:30 am. to 4:30 p.m.
Anyone wanting to give blood or
volunteer their time is encouraged to come.
"I think it's a wonderful
Christmas gift," said Judy Gorls,

the Bloodmobile chairwoman.
During the 1970s and early
1980s over 1,000 people would
donate during a week. With the
arrival of AIDS, that number
dropped drastically, according to
Goris. Goris also said that people
need to be educated about giving
blood.
"I think AIDS has scared people," Goris said. "People cannot
catch AIDS by giving blood."
Goris said the number of people donating has begun to rise
again. The Bloodmobile saw 179
people on Tuesday alone, mostly
students. Not everyone is able to
donate, but Goris said it is good
to see people willing to give.

Those who cannot donate can
volunteer their time. People are
always needed to fill the positions of assistants, hosts and
hostesses and workers. Vol-

Announces its Fall 1996 Listings!

Judy Goris
Bloodmobile chairwoman
unteers are on a first come, first blood is the most important
served basis, but they are always thing.
wanted.
"We can survive without the
The Bloodmobile gets busier as
it progresses and volunteers are
See BLOOD, page seven.

Two rapes
reported
on campus

BLOTTER

• Columbia Court Apartments
•East Merry Apartments
•Field Manor Apartments
•Frazee Avenue Apartments
•Ridge Manor Apartments
•Many other apartments and houses
Run in for a complete listing of
available apartments & houses!

/;

352-0717
TRAINING

Lee Buse
The BG News

■ On Nov. 8, University police
received a report from Chapman
Hall that someone was shooting a
BB gun in his room. As the officer entered the alleged BB
shooter's room, he noticed "fresh
BB marks" on the inside of the
door.

224 E. Wooster
OFFICERS

needed on Friday to help take
things down and clean up.
Volunteers are important,
Goris said, but she wants students to remember that giving

"J think AIDS has scared people. People
cannot catch AIDS by giving blood."

GREENBRIAR, INC
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made by the children of a middleclass white suburban family for
their father or one by the friends
of an average college student,
both who contracted it from
transfusions."
Stewart said the volunteers
hoped the quilt would help get
people to use preventive methods
available to stop the transmission
of the disease.
"Our goal is to raise awareness
among young people about this
disease," Stewart said."AIDS is
the No. 1 killer among 25 to 44
year-olds.
Underdown said money is also
being raised through the Pennydrive, where students donate
pennies and can win prizes for
collecting the most.
"For this project we need 500
to 600 volunteers, so anyone's
help will be greatly appreciated,"
Underdown added.

CORPS

■ On the afternoon of Nov. 10,
campus police received a report
from Prout Hall that a manila envelope had been sent to Room
1301, which reportedly does not
exist. The envelope was opened
by two Prout Hall residents, who
discovered drugs and drug paraphernalia. The enigmatic envelope and its elements were
turned in to the front desk.

THE

BG
NEWS

■ A resident of Dunbar Hall
reported to University police
that there were two calls on his
phone bill that he did not make.
Both calls were to phone sex
lines - one in North Dade, Fla,
and the other in New York City.

Two rapes were reported to the
University police department
from the Student Health Center
Tuesday afternoon following
treatment of the victims.
The first incident was reported
by a nurse at the Health Center
at 3 p.m. The alleged acquaintance rape involved a female resident of Prout Hall who was attacked by suspect who was visiting her. The woman reportedly
said she has no desire to press
charges.

■ An employee of the Ice
Arena reported to campus police
that he found an empty "Schappel" bottle on his desk on the
morning of Nov. 14. The desk was
apparently clear and the lights in
the office were turned off when
the man left the evening before,
The other incident was also an
but the next morning he noticed acquaintance rape reported to
that the lights were on and the campus police by a health center
cryptic carafe was on his desk.
nurse at 3:15 p.m. The victim was
a resident of McDonald East.

EARLY DEADLINE
due to Thanksgiving break
ForTues., Nov. 28
Deadlines-
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Display fids - Tues. Nov. 21, 4 p.m.

372-2601

HOME FALCON HOCKEY! j|t
GET MONEY FROM TOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every year Army
ROTC awards scholarships to hundreds
of talented students. If you qualify,
these merit-based scholarships can
help you pay tuition and educational

fees. They even pay a Qat rate for textbooks and supplies. You can also receive
an allowance of up to SI500 each
school year the scholarship is in
effect. Find out today if you qualify.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMJUtTESTCOLLECE COURSE TOO UN TAIL
For details, visit Contact Captain Greg Boisseau
Rm. 151 Memorial Hall or call 372-2476
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[ SATURDAY - vs. W. MICHIGAN
The BRONCOS are tied for
1 st in the CCHA!
COME PACK THE AHEWA AN» SCPPOHt THE HOME TEAMS

FACE-OFT 7s00, OATIS OKN 6:00
Easy Admission, JUst Present Valid I.D. At the Door
Las Vegas merchandise and several trip packages
will be given away at Saturday's game;; flurchaset a
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elected
to
council
'Smokeout' Student
Sophomore Heminger wins Maumee City Council seat
supported
on campus
things were reasons why he
campaigned to gain a seat on the
council.
"I think there is a need for a
youth center and an affordable
senior housing complex in the
city of Maumee," Heminger said.
"I want to contribute my ideas to
the city."
According to Heminger, a
youth center will provide a safe
place for youths to stay out of
trouble.
"The youth center will give
them something to do instead of

Amy Johnson
The BC News

Jim Barker
The BC News
The Center for Wellness and
Prevention is supporting the
Great American Smokeout
program by providing information about how to stop
smoking.
The Great
American
Smokeout, a
day when
thousands of
Americans
will put
away their
softpacks
and lighters
and attempt
to make
their lives smoke-free, was
created to help smokers control - and break - their habit.
According to Jeanne Wright,
Wellness Center health promotion coordinator, kicking
the smoking habit can be accomplished by changing daily
patterns.
"There's a very strong correlation between visual cues
and the urge to smoke,"
Wright said. "A lot of people
who quit smoking do it by
changing their behaviors."
Wright said regular exercise can compensate for the
"relaxed" sensations smokers
say they achieve by lighting
up. According to Wright, the
relaxation felt by habitual

smokers is a bodily reaction to
the infusion of nicotine into
the bloodstream.
Wright said drinking lots of
water also speeds the process
of quitting by flushing nicotine from the kidneys.
The Center for WeUness and
Prevention will provide "survival kits" for those students
who wish to quit smoking, as
well as tips on how to avoid
starting again.

"There's a very
strong correlation
between visual
cues and the urge to
smoke. A lot of
people who quit
smoking do it by
changing their
behaviors."
Jeanne Wright

The University has not just
one, but two students serving on
a city council.
Gordy Heminger, a sophomore
social studies education major,
won a seat on the Maumee City
Council on Nov. 7.
Heminger is one of the seven
at-large city council members on
the Maumee City Council.
Heminger said an interest in
politics and a desire to change

drinking and congregating
around abandoned shopping
centers," Heminger said.
In addition, the senior housing
complex would benefit the senior
citizens of Maumee in several
ways.
"For the seniors who are unable to rake leaves, shovel snow
or cook meals, the complex will
give them a nearby place to reside," he said. "Right now the
seniors have to go to a neighboring city to reside in a senior
home."

The senior housing complex
would also enable the resident's
tax money to stay in Maumee.
Heminger said he will probably campaign again after his twoyear term.
"I want to make a difference
and contribute to the city," Heminger said. "I'm interested in
the people and I want to help the
people."
Heminger resides in Bowling
Green but spends his weekends,
vacations and his summers in
Maumee.

Man released after attacking wife
Joe Boyle

Blair and his wife had reportedly been in an argument shortly
before 6 p.m., after which the
woman left for about three hours.
When she returned home, the
woman reportedly noticed that
Blair had consumed an "unknown amount" of whiskey.
The victim reportedly asked
Blair if he wanted to talk about
their earlier argument, to which
he demanded sex.

The BC News

An East Washington Street
man was released on his own recognizance Wednesday after
police arrested him for putting a
.357 caliber revolver in his wife's
mouth and demanding sex.
John Kenneth Blair, 55, was arrested Tuesday night for aggravated menacing and using a
firearm while intoxicated. Police
had responded to to a 911 call regarding a naked man holding a
handgun, according to a police
report.

take off all of her clothes. He
climbed on top the victim and
pointed the gun at her temple.
According to the police report,
Blair became frustrated with his
inability to perform and placed
the barrel of the gun in the victim's mouth. He then allegedly
pulled the unloaded revolver's
trigger several times.

Blair then allegedly pulled a
gun from beneath a pillow, pointed it at the victim and told her to

The victim reportedly told
police that Blair became more
frustrated at his "unsuccessful
attempts at penetration." He allegedly told the victim to "retrieve a double-ended dildo."

the time, there are incentives to
donate. The Gift of Life is a box
containing candy and chances to
win items such as T-shirts, tote
bags and wind breakers. Ten
prizes a day are given from the
Gift of Life box.
Students that donate will
receive a free faculty parking
pass they can use on a day selected randomly throughout the
rest of the school year. Other in-

centives include teachers giving
extra credit to those in their
classes who donate.
For some students, fear keeps
them from donating.
"Students have a tendency to
be reluctant to donate because of
their fear of needles," said Antonette Vega, student chairman
of the Bloodmoblle. "But if you
were dying and I was the only
person who could save your life

As the victim went to get the
object, she reportedly realized
Blair's attention was diverted
and wrestled the gun away from
him.
Blair's wife then threw the gun
out the door, prompting him to
run out after it. The victim
locked Blair out of the house,
barricaded herself in the bathroom and called 911.
Blair is scheduled for a pretrial conference Dec. 4 in Bowling Green Municipal Court. He
was released on a personal recognizance bond.

BLOOD

Wellness Center health
promotion coordinator

Continued from page lix.

Smoking has long been
linked to serious medical disorders such as cancer, emphysema, kidney failure and
birth defects, prompting a recent movement toward eliminating smoking in public institutions and the workplace.

help," she said. "But we can't
survive without the donors."
A donation can take from an
hour to an hour and 20 minutes,
Goris said. It is important that
students get a good night's sleep
the night before donating. It Is
also helpful to eat a healthy meal
before coming in, she said. For
those who don't think they have

... and I said I was afraid of needles ... how would you feel?"
Goris said many students are
scared to death when they come
in, but she wants students to realize what a special gift they are
giving.
"When you give one pint of
blood you can help save six people's lives," she said. "Students
who donate should feel special."
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WOMEN

UC workers
avert strike
with contract

Moving Forward

Continued from page one.
over the world.
"There were so many different
types of issues that were very
important, from how to start
your own beauty shop to adolescents and AIDS," Sewell said.
Sewell was particularly interested in issues concerning the
fashion industry, advertising and
the media. Although Sewell is a
fashion and features writer for
The Blade, she did not register at
the conference as a journalist.
"I did not register as a journalist because I wanted to ensure
my free movement, although I'm
sure I was monitored by the
Chinese government," Sewell
said.
Both women said they were
moved by the entire experience,
as Americans in a foreign country and as a part of a group fighting for justice on a global scale.
"I began to see what we hate is
the system, the oppression, not
the individuals," Still said.
"These women were filled with
anger and incredible pain. They
were survivors, they were warriors."
Erin Brown, women's studies
major and member of USG, said
the panel helped clarify what the
events in Beijing were really
about.
"I was so excited to have this
perspective on the conference,"
Brown said.
Michael Jones helped organize
5 the event and said the efforts of
the women were miraculous.
"Women not only need to be
heard at the local and state
levels, but worldwide as well,"
Jones said.

The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - A union representing clerical employees at the
University of Cincinnati reached
agreement with the school on a
three-year contract a day before
a threatened strike, officials said
Wednesday.
Negotiators for the administration and District 925 of the Service Employees International
Union reached the agreement
late Tuesday night, after talks
that had been under way since
May.
The union, which represents
about 1,000 clerical workers at
the state university, including its
U.S. Assistant Secretary of State Richard Holbrooke, left, walks with Serbian president Slobodan
medical school and branch camMilosevic at Wright-Patterson Air force Base in Dayton Wednesday, where peace talks are being
puses, had threatened a strike for
held. After 14 hours of talks Tuesday, the presidents of Serbia, Bosnia and Croatia remained at
Wednesday afternoon if there
odds on the core issue of the conflict - how Bosnia will be divided between a Croat-Muslim and
was no agreement.
Serb entity, a state department spokesman said.
The average annual pay for a
clerical worker at the
35,000-student university is
about $23,000. The proposed conContinued from page six.
day event, this is getting people's Green community," she said. tract would give pay increases of
attention and hopefully getting "We have had a lot of support and 3 percent for each of the three
excitement from the chapters for years, university spokesman
Craig Martin, community ser- greater involvement," he said.
Greg Hand said.
vice representative for the InterGIVE week will also help this event."
District 92S members vote
Rizzo agreed and said the
fraternity Council, said he Greeks be seen in a more positive
agreed the week's worth of way at the University, Struble Greek chapters at the University Thursday on whether to ratify
the contract, which would be retare a very committed group.
events will help many people and said.
"Greeks have tremendous in- roactive to July 1 and would run
get Greek members involved.
"This shows that we are willing
to get together as a whole and try volvement in service here at the through June 30, 1998. It would
replace a three-year pact which
"Instead of just doing a one- to give back to the Bowling University," she said.

VOLUNTEERS

HOM€ HOCKCV

expired Aug. 30.
A potential strike was averted
because the university agreed to
preserve a benefit that allows the
employees and their family
members to attend the university
for free, said Deborah Schneider,
the union's regional director. The
university had wanted to require
the union members to begin paying part of those education costs,
Schneider said.
Hand said that under the old
contract, the clerical employees
were eligible for free tuition immediately after starting work at
the school. Under the new contract, an employee must have
worked at the university for six
months to receive the benefit,
and two years before it is extended to spouse and dependents.
The university's previous contract agreements with the union
were reached after strikes in
1989 and 1992.
The American Association of
University Professors, the union
representing the university's
2,000 faculty members, said
Wednesday its members voted
401-8 to ratify a separate threeyear contract with the university. That contract is retroactive to
Sept. 1 and runs through Aug. 30,
1998, said Maita Levine, president of the campus AAUP.

FRIDAY vs. FCRRIS STRT€ and SRTURDRV vs. WCSTCRH!

PACK TH€ ICC flRCNft AND CHCCR ON THC FALCONS TO TWO CCHfl WINS! PftCSCNT I.D. irr DOOR.
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errors in classified ads lor more than two consecutive insertions
The BG News reserves the right to release the names ol individuals who place advertising In The BG News. The
decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News The
purpose ol this policy is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations. Cases of fraud can be prosecuted.
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NAME (print).
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(For billing purposes only)
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_For Sale
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What a great holiday season
your business will experience
this year since BGSU's Fall
semester does not end unti
December 23!
\'/ \v?
BGSU students, faculty & staff will be
looking to you for great gift ideas or
special holiday promotions.
A
"3
You, can tap into, this market by
including the Holiday Gift Guide in
ydnf, advertising budget.

4
AW-'
;PUBUCAflQN£
c^r/Wednesday, December 6
DEADUNE:
«L
Monday, November 28, 4 pm

POTENTIAL
$ 1,700,000
MARKET!
>■■■/

H

Ask your Account Executive how5 you
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V
these 19,000 readers by contacting
Sir Account Executive pi 372-2605.
<

$ IF THE CURRENT
17,000+ STUDENTS
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Soccer team riding on emotion
Falcons ready for Wisconsin
Scott Brown
The BG News

The BG News/Jon Rnthach

The Falcons will face the Wisconsin Badgers this Sunday in (he first round of the NCAA soccer tournament.

Joe Burch isn't ready to put
away those spikes just yet.
"Our goal all year has been
to make our last game our best
game," junior midfielder
Burch said as the Falcon soccer team prepares for Sunday's
NCAA tournament game at
Wisconsin. "We've played our
best game the past couple of
weeks, but we haven't played
our last game."
A Mid-American Conference
championship landed Bowling
Green in last week's play-in
game, and the Falcons responded with a 3-1 win and
their first NCAA bid in three
years.
Bowling Green faces the
Badgers in Madison, Wis., Sun-

day in the first round of the
NCAA tournament, continuing
.a madcap stretch that they
hope will end up in the NCAA
Final Four December 8-9 in
Richmond, Va.
"It has been a whirlwind the
past two weeks," head coach
Mel Mahler said. "Everyone up
and down the hall has been so
supportive, and those are nice
feelings to know."
Senior defender Dave Michels has enjoyed the run.
"It's been really fast," Michels said. "It's been like boom,
boom, boom, we have a big
game here and here and then
here.
"The guys are doing great.
Sometimes when the season
winds down the guys might
lose some intensity in practice.
But the intensity has been

there for us, even more so in
the last few weeks. The intensity has been nice."
Michels, Burch and Steve
Klein are the Falcons' tricaptains, presiding over a team
that achieved astounding success even while riding an emotional roller coaster since the
sudden passing of former
coach Gary Palmisano last
year.
"We know that he is really
happy for us," Burch said.
"Every game, we have a moment of silence for him. He
said that we would be a very
good team, and we're coming
through for him."
Sunday's win over Davidson
was particularly special, coming on the field just completed
See SOCCER, page ten.

Steelers season starting over Reds' Larkin
Since defeating the Jacksonville Jaguars, Pittsburgh is 3-0 SllDI*!SG Dick
Alan Robinson
The Associated Press

PITTSBURGH - They still
aren't assured of winning their
division or even making the
playoffs, yet the Pittsburgh
Steelers keep talking about an
unbeaten season.
Not next year, either. This
season.
Huh? •
Successful football coaches are
often as adept at selling their
message as they are at strategy,
as Steelers coach Bill Cowher
learned a long time ago. And, at
least for now, his players are
buying his theory that their
season began not in September,
tut Oct. 29 against Jacksonville.
: Cowher's pregame exhortation
'■that day to a team that had lost
four of five games and was in serious disarray: Forget the injuries to Rod Woodson and Neil O'Donnell and everybody else, Joel

Steed's suspension, the seven one of the new season."
changes in the starting lineup.
Cowher's plea might not have
The Steelers' season starts now.
worked on a team that was
Despite the numerous person- already buried in the standings,
nel changes dictated either by in- but the Steelers were still tied for
jury or ineptitude, the Steelers first in the AFC Central despite
beat the expansion Jaguars 24-7, their sub-.SOO record. Now, after
and they haven't lost since Co- beating the Jaguars, Bears and
wher, the coach, became Cowher, Browns in succession, they lead
the division by two games, with
the preacher.
"We're 3-0 since we started games at Cincinnati and Clevethis little deal we have," Cowher land up next.
"I wasn't trying to sell it, I was
said. "Right now, we're getting
into that phase where you've got trying to put it into perspective:
a bit of a streak together and We were 3-4, and we were in first
you're starting to play some place," Cowher said. "We hadn't
done some things well, but it was
great football."
Not surprisingly, the mantra in all how you wanted to approach
the Steelers' locker room is the it. I didn't try to sugarcoat things.
same every week: It's a new To me, it was a case of starting
over again - and, with seven
season.
"Definitely, we've bought into lineup changes, for some guys it
it," running back Erric Pegram was like starting over."
said. "We had to, we had no other
The Steelers' turnaround coinchoice. He told us we had a great
opportunity here, that it's a nine- cides with a similar stretch a
game season and it was only day year ago, despite the marked dif-

ferences in the two seasons. They
are still not viewed now by many
in the NFL as a Super Bowl contender, but they are 6-4, compared to 7-3 at this point last
season.
In 1994, a seven-game winning
streak coincided with the emergence of their Blitzburgh defense, and the emergence of their
running game as the NFL's best.
Now, their modest but possibly
pivotal streak is more the result
of a significantly better passing
attack and, finally, some lineup
stability.
Since Carnell Lake moved
from strong safety to cornerback
to replace Alvoid Mays, and, in
essence, Woodson; O'Donnell returned from a five-week injury
layoff and Pegram was designated as a starter, the Steelers haven't made a single lineup
change.

Modell waits for approval
Todd Spangler
The Associated Press

; ANNAPOLIS, Md. - Art Modell
got his deal Wednesday - a
30-year, rent-free lease to a $200
million stadium the state will
puild next to Camden Yards. Now
the Cleveland Browns owner
heeds league approval.
: The Board of Public Works
unanimously approved the
agreement to bring the Browns
jo Baltimore, despite complaints
the team has been promised too
much and money to build the stadium is lacking.
■ Modell last week announced he
yWll move the team after this
season. Cleveland has filed a
lawsuit to block the move and has
asked the NFL to withhold its approval.
; Gov. Parris Glendening is
Chairman of the three-member
state oversight board, whose
other members are Comptroller
Louis Goldstein and Treasurer
Lucille Maurer.
Some legislators have balked
at the deal, which promises
Modell all the proceeds from
parking and concessions at the
stadium, as well as $75 million
from the sale of permanent seat
licenses.
S In Charlotte, N.C., the licenses,
jvhich give the holder the right to
buy a season ticket, were used to
finance that city's stadium. In
Baltimore, the Browns can use
ttie money to pay moving expenses and build a training facility.
A Browns-connected corpora:tion, to be named BSC, will also
collect more than half the
■proceeds from any non-football
event staged at the stadium.
It Is a somewhat different deal

from the one with Baltimore
Orioles owner Peter Angelos,
who pays $5.3 million in rent and
allows the state to pay for maintenance and operation of Oriole
Park at Camden Yards. In the
football deal, the Browns pay no
rent but must reimburse the
state for maintenance and operation costs.
Also, Angelos splits parking
and concession revenues with the
stadium authority. The state
would get all of the profits from
non-baseball events, but, according to stadium authority director
Bruce Hoffman "you can't have
any" because of the length of the
baseball season.
"The whole thing is a sweetheart deal," said Sen. Chris Van
Holler., D-Montgomery. "This is
a bad deal for the Maryland taxpayers. We got caught in a bidding war for an NFL team."
Another legislator, Delegate
Robert Flanagan, R-Howard, said
it looks as though "they're breaking the bank on this one."
Glendening disagreed, saying
the presence of an NFL team in
Baltimore will mean some 1,400
new jobs and add $123 million a
year to the state economy, including $17 million in new tax
revenue.
"These are complicated issues," Glendening said. "We're
going to receive some political
criticism, particularly some partisan political criticism."
A portion of instant-ticket lottery proceeds would be used to
pay for the bonds to fund the new
70,000-seat football stadium,
which should open in time for the
1998 season. Instant lottery
games already are being used to
pay for Camden Yards, which
opened in 1992.

The Aiioclucd PraM/Mark Duncan
Former Cleveland Brown defensive back, Ernie kellerman, signs a petition asking Art Modell and the rest of the NFL owners to keep the
Browns in Cleveland.
According to legislative analysts, instant lottery games have
produced about $20 million a
year - a far cry from the $35 million needed to pay for both stadiums.
Lawmakers say the special lottery games needed to fund the
stadiums would pull money away

from other lottery games that
fund such items as school construction and social services.
"There is no more money from
the lottery," said Flanagan, who
sits on the House Appropriations
Committee. "We have peaked out
on the lottery."

for league MVP
Ben Walker
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Barry Larkin
was the surprise choice as NL
Most Valuable Player on
Wednesday, beating out Dante
Bichette and Greg Maddux to become the first shortstop to win
the award in 33 years.
Maddux, who won his fourth
straight Cy Young Award this
week, and Bichette, who led the
league in home runs and RBIs,
were considered the leading candidates.
But rather than pitching or
power, voters clearly looked at
the all-around contributions Larkin made on and off the field to
the NL Central champion Cincinnati Reds, and made him a convincing choice.
Larkin hit .319 with 66 RBIs
and 51 steals, is likely to win his
second straight Gold Glove next
week and was the team's clubhouse leader. He was also the
Reds' best player in the postseason, although that performance
is not considered in the selection.
Larkin, who was on a cruise in
Mexico when the award was announced, received 11 first-place
votes and finished with 281
points. Bichette, whose 40
homers and 128 RBIs led Colorado to a wild-card playoff spot, got
six first-place votes and had 251
points.
Maddux, 19-2 with a 1.63 ERA
for the World Series champion
Atlanta Braves, got seven firstplace votes and 249 points. He is
the first pitcher to finish as high
as third in the NL MVP voting
since Los Angeles reliever Mike
Marshall in 1974.
"If you look at sheer numbers,
there are guys who have more
homers and RBIs," Reds second
baseman Bret Boone said. "But
it's nice to see people look at
•most valuable.' He was really
great on our team. He was our
leader."
Dodgers catcher Mike Piazza
was fourth, getting three firstplace votes and 214 points. The
top four finishers were named on
every ballot by members of the
Baseball Writers Association of
America. Ron Gant, Larkin's
teammate, received the only
other first-place vote.

Larkin
Larkin is the first NL shortstop
to win the award since Maury
Wills in 1962, the season he stole
a then-record 102 bases. He is the
sixth shortstop to win the honor,
joining Ernie Banks (1958-59),
Dick Groat (1960) and Marty
Marion (1944).
Larkin is the first Reds player
to be named MVP since George
Foster in 1977 and 11th overall.
Joe Morgan, Pete Rose and Johnny Bench also won in the 1970s.
Along with leading the league
in homers and RBIs, Bichette
was third in batting at .340. Some
voters, however, may have discounted his big numbers because
he played in hitter-friendly Coors
Field.
Maddux, whose winning percentage was the best in history
for starters with at least 20 decisions, had the highest finish for
a starting pitcher since Tom
Seaver was runner-up in 1969.
The last pitcher to win the NL
MVP was Bob Gibson in 1968
when he had a 1.12 ERA, and
some voters have been reluctant
to give the award to a pitcher.
Larkin was the catalyst to the
Reds' early-season turnaround.
During a 1-8 start, Larkin called a
team meeting that many players
credited toward the push that
made them division champions.
Late in the season, when the
Reds were struggling, another
team meeting called by Larkin
spurred them on.

OSU names arena
The Associated Press

Schottenstein family, which
operates Schottensteln's and
Value City discount stores in 14
states, had purchased the right to
name the arena. It is scheduled to
open in three years.

COLUMBUS, Ohio - A local
family that deals In discount furniture and clothing paid $12.5
million to name Ohio State's new
basketball arena the Value City
The $75 million arena will be
Arena, the school announced.
Ohio State President Gordon built near the existing basketball
Gee said Wednesday that the facility, St. John Arena
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Indians keeping key players
Hershiser offered
option on contract
for 1996 season
The Associated Press

Belle

Belle's
tirade
results in
citation
CLEVELAND -- Albert Belle of
the Cleveland Indians has been
charged with a misdemeanor as a
result of a dispute with five teenagers who allegedly threw eggs
at his house.
Richmond Heights police Chief
Gene Rowe said the Indians outfielder was charged with reckless operation of a vehicle for allegedly chasing the teen-agers
onto private property with car.
Rowe said Belle was served with
a citation Monday night.
The charge carries a maximum
fine of $100 and no jail time for
first offenders.
Belle, who does not have a
listed telephone number, could
not be reached for comment. His
agent, Am Tellem, said Wednesday that Belle is on vacation. Tellem said he hadn't seen the citation and couldn't comment on
Belle's behalf.
Belle had said earlier that the
confrontation might prompt him
to move to another neighborhood
to ensure his privacy.
He was told to appear Nov. 28
in Lyndhurst Municipal "Court on
the charge, Rowe said. Belle
could waive his right to the court
appearance and pay the fine.

CLEVELAND - The Cleveland Indians have exercised
their 1996 options on pitcher
Orel Hershiser and outfielder
Albert Belle and their 1997 option on reliever Jose Mesa.
Belle will make $5.5 million
next season, and Hershiser will
make $1.5 million. Mesa's base
for 1997 is $900,000.
Hershiser, 37, would be a
steal at $1.5 million considering the season he had in 1995 a
16-6 record and 3.87 ERA in the
regular season, and a 4-1 record and 1.53 ERA in the postseason.
He has raised the possibility
he might retire instead of playing for $1.5 million this year.
Indians general manager John
Hart said the team would not
renegotiate the 1996 salary but

Police in Richmond Heights
and neighboring Euclid investigated.
Apparently, the youths went to
Belle's residence Oct. 31 as trick
or treaters seeking Halloween
candy, police said.
Belle's father told the group he
had no candy. Soon after,
someone threw an egg at Belle's
door. Belle called police and then
chased the youths in his car off
of a road and onto private property, authorities said.
When he called police to report
the incident. Belle said, "You better get somebody over here because if I find one of 'em, I'll kill
'em," according to a tape of the
call.
One youth told Richmond
Heights police he was hit in the
leg by Belle's car, but officers
said they could not find any
bruises or scrapes on the boy.
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THE SECRET'S OUT.
AMBWCAN CELLULAR
IS GIVING AWAY
CELLULAR PHONES.
GH A FREE CEUULARFUP PHONE WTTH
A TWO-YEAR SERVICE AGREEMENT.
ISJ
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V

magnitude just couldn't be kept quiet. Your
Cellular One* Authorized Agent is giving
away cellular phones. So start revealing all
of your secrets...on a free phone!
■ Now get a high-quality cellular flip phone
free with a two-year service agreement

\J ■ Extensive coverage area.
V ■ Cellular One's clear, reliable service."
^ Ask about our specially priced accessory package.

CELLULARONE'
Plannum A/tiu
Cellular quality you can count on •
Excellence in Customer Service.

American Cellular
"Satisfying Customers, That's our calling."

WOODLAND MALL
CENTER COURT
351-0606
Minimum two-year Cellular One service agreement required.
New activations'only. Limited to certain rate plans. Not valid
with any other discounts or credits. Service activation charge
required in some markets. Other restrictions apply.
Sorry, no rain checks. Offer ends December 31,1995.
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would consider signing Hershiser for 1997.
"From a baseball perspective, we'd have to be crazy not
to look past 1996," Hart said.
"Everything with Orel has
been tremendous."
Hershiser's agent, Robert
Fraley, said Hershiser enjoyed
playing for the Indians.
"Should he decide to stay in
baseball, I think Orel would
like to s'ay in Cleveland,"
Fraley said.
Belle, 29. hit .317 with 50
home runs and 126 RBIs this
season. He also had 52 doubles,
making him the first player
ever to hit at least 50 homers
and 50 doubles in one season.
Mesa, 29, led the majors with
46 saves in 48 chances this
year. He was 3-0 with a 1.13
ERA.

The Associated Prcis/Mirk Duncan

Cleveland Indian Orel Hershiser pitches to the Atlanta Braves In the first Inning of Game 5 of the
World Series.

Referees could Pickens attitude
be back in action hampers ability
Wendy Lane
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - NBA referees,
locked out since Oct. 1, could
reach an agreement with the
league by Friday, said Mike
Mathis, the union's lead negotiator.
Mathis and other union representatives met for about three
hours Wednesday with NBA officials, including commissioner
David Stem. Negotiations were
to continue Thursday.
"We're encouraged," said
Mathis, a 19-year veteran ref.
"The dialogue is open. We feel
good about what went on today."
The talks were the first faceto-face negotiations since Oct. 28,
and for the first time, the NBA's
contingent included Stern.
"We agreed not to go into any
specifics about our meeting,"
said Jeffrey Mishkin, the
league's chief legal officer. "It's

Management Inc.
215 E. PoeRd.
Huge 1 bdrms, laundry
on site, lots of parking

Starts at $330/mo & elec

Management Inc.
830 Fourth St.
Semester Lease — 1 bdrm,
$400/mo & elec/gas
0-8-96 to S-31-96)

too early to say whether or not
we are making any progress."
Mathis, however, was more optimistic. He said it was possible a
deal could be concluded by the
end of the week, indicating the
two sides have moved closer
together on salary figures.
"We'll be able to tell more
tomorrow," he said. "Once we get
past the bottleneck issues, it
would go pretty quick."
Once an agreement is reached,
the 54 regular refs could be back
on the court in about a week after
completing a brief training
camp.
On Tuesday, the NBA
sweetened its offer to the referees, proposing a five-year deal
with an average annual increase
of 8.7 percent. The proposal provides for an immediate 17 percent increase this year, the NBA
said.
However, the union said before
Wednesday's meeting that the
new offer falls short of the referees' goal of being paid as much
as officials in major league baseball and the NHL. The NBA's
proposal leaves a gap of
$3,000-$34,000 between NBA refs
and NHL referees, the union
said.
"The salary scale once again
would pay NBA referees well below hockey officials," said Fred
Slaughter, the union's general
counsel.
.Last season, referees' pay
ranged from $68,000 to $177,000,
depending on seniority.
On Wednesday night in Toronto, a three-man crew of regular
referees was to work the Raptors' game with the Houston
Rockets to comply with a ruling
from an Ontario labor board.

"A throbbing success. Tumultuouily percussive.
More bang for the buck than any show in memory
—Detroit Frte Press
Matinee ft
Evening Skowsl

sra

December 1,2ft 3
Stranahan Theater I

SEE WHAT ALL THE NOISE IS ABOUT

Call 474-1333 or visit the Strenshan
Theater Ticket Office or Ticketmaster.
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CINCINNATI - Carl Pickens
has blossomed Into one of the
NFL's top receivers this season,
but no one would know it by his
demeanor.
Pickens is still one of the crustiest Cincinnati Bengals, often
unapproachable and volatile. He
has publicly second-guessed his
coaches, glared at teammates
and driven the media away.
With just a little more public
relations savvy, Pickens could be
a star. His 60 catches and 13
touchdowns make him one of the
NFL's top players. His personality makes him one of the league's
most unapproachable players.
"I just want to win games,"
Pickens told The Cincinnati Enquirer for a story published
Wednesday. "I was always on
winning teams until I got to the
pros, so it's been tough to take.
Some of the stuff I've said ... I
know I should probably calm
down, but I can't help it.
"I'm sure I've hurt a lot of peo-

ple's feelings, but that's just the
way lam."
Pickens, a fourth-year receiver
from Tennessee, likes to be left
alone, even after he's had a career game. Reporters usually get
a glare if they approach him during the week.
"I don't try to intimidate people," Pickens said. "I just can't
figure out why you want-to talk to
me all the time.
"I'm no superstar. I don't even
know why people want my autograph. I mean, I'll sign it for kids,
but why would you want it? Just
because I'm a football player? I
don't get it."
Bengals coaches and players
have learned to accept Pickens'
demeanor. Some teammates
think it's partly an act.
"I think it's all just a front,"
tight end Tony McGee said.
•That's just the way he is. He's
really a good guy."

SOCCER
Continued from page nine.

this season that Palmisano had
envisioned for so long.
"We've dedicated every game
to his memory," said the Michels.
"It's been tough for me especially because I'm a senior and I was
with him the longest.
"Sunday's win was really special for me. We wanted to make
sure that this program would get
to the level that Palmo had
dreamed of. It was very emotional."
Mahler echoed Michel's feelings of Sunday's emotional victory.
"I sat there before the game
and you look around and the people are coming in and it's a good
crowd considering the weather
conditions and all and you look at
the facilities and the field, and It
comes to mind that this is exactly
why he wanted this facility
built," Mahler said. "For us to be
able to bring that environment
onto our campus, that was his vision and his dream."
The players each have Palmisano's initials on their cleats for
inspiration this week.
.

Michels has been in the program the longest of any player.
Palmisano gave him a chance as a
freshman walk-on from Celina,
Ohio, and since then Michels has
improved to the point that he is
receiving some rather high compliments from the coaches.
"Dave Michels has come full
circle," Mahler said. "He was a
non-scholarship player and we
had a spot on our roster for him.
He's a self-made player. He has
outstanding athletic ability and
that is what has gotten him to
where he is probably a better athlete. He is one of the premier
backs not only in this region but
in the country."
Along with Klein and Burch,
Michels has provided inspirational leadership to many of the
young players through last year's
tragedy and this year's success.
"Steve Klein and Joe Burch
lead by example," Mahler said.
"The kids look up to those two
because of their work ethic and
how they believe in the program."
Sunday's game Is set for a 2
p.m. (EST) start.

|-|oward's club|-|
210 N Main

Mon-Sot 12-2:30 om
Sun 5 -2:30 om

Home Aid '95
November 16
with
Ool-ya-koo
Jimmy Branson
Evolotto
Giraffe boy
Mote
Ribcuae Houdlnls

353 0988

19 Si Over

104 S. Main
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Bench
says Rose
bet on
baseball
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Hall of Fame
catcher Johnny Bench said he believes that ex-teammate Pete
Rose bet on baseball and should
be kept out of the Hall of Fame
until he admits guilt and apologizes.
That prompted an angry response from Rose that Bench
didn't know the facts and should
keep quiet. Both men, who were
teammates on Cincinnati's "Big
Red Machine" teams of the
mid-1970s, made their comments
in separate interviews Tuesday
with Cincinnati radio station
WLW-AM, which broadcasts
Reds games.
"He created his own problem,"
Bench said of Rose. "Nobody
wants to say or believe that he
ever did such a thing (bet on
baseball), and most of the majority that that now believe that he
did do it still think it's all right,
still think it's OK that he bet on
the game of baseball."
Rose again denied that he bet
on baseball. Rose said baseball
commissioner Bart Giamatti
failed to prove that he bet on
baseball when the commissioner
banned Rose from the game in
1989 for having gambled on other
sports.
"Johnny's an intelligent guy, I
thought, but he just don't think
before he talks," Rose said. "If
you don't know the facts, you
have to keep your mouth shut.
And Johnny dont know the
facts."
The dispute started after WLW
talk show host Bill Cunningham
said Rose didn't attend a reunion
of Big Red Machine team players
last week because of a remark by
Bench during Hall of Fame inductions in the summer. Bench
was on the stage with other Hall
of Famers when fans chanted,
"Pete, Pete, Pete." Bench replied,
"You can have him."
Bench called Cunningham on
Tuesday and said that he had
been referring to Rose signing
autographs down the street.
When Rose was banned, he
signed an agreement with baseball that made no finding on
whether he had bet on the game.
Giamatti said he personally believed Rose bet on baseball.
Rose, who now broadcasts a
radio show from south Florida,
has not applied for reinstatement
to baseball. He served five
months in federal prison after he
pleaded guilty to two felony
counts of cheating on his income
taxes.

Diamondbacks name Nashville closer
to
getting
Oilers
first-ever manager
Woody BairrJ
The Associated Press

Mel Relsner
The Associated Press

PHOENIX - Buck Showalter, a lifelong Yankee before
splitting with George Steinbrenner, signed a $7 million,
seven-year contract Wednesday to manage the Arizona
Diamondbacks, a job that will
keep him on the sidelines until
1998.
Showalter, 39, had rejected
Steinbrenner's $1.05 million,
two-year offer to stay with the
Yankees because the owner
wanted partial control of the
coaching staff.
"A lot has been said regarding the reason why we decided
to close early in terms of naming our manager," said Jerry
'The Associated Prcit/Scott Troyanoi
Colangelo, the Diamondbacks Showalter tries on his uniform after being named the first manager
managing general partner. of the Arizona Diamondbacks expansion team.
"Simply put, when the best
manager in baseball Is availaswayed by the commitment
Showalter said he hadn't yet
ble, you go for it regardless of
shown when Colangelo called decided how much he would do
what timetable you have."
him at 12:02 am. on Nov. 1, two with the Diamondbacks' two
Diamondbacks general manminutes after his Yankees con- rookie teams, which begin play
ager Joe Garagiola Jr. said
tract expired.
In Phoenix and Lethbridge, AlShowalter and the team were a
He got clearance to hire any berta, after the June 1996 amaperfect fit and listed the qualiof the coaches on his staff in teur draft.
ties he was seeking:
New York and said at least
Rather than stay on the field
"Someone who has signifisome of them would relocate to with either short-season club,
cant experience as a player or
Phoenix.
Showalter may shuttle between
manager, a good teacher, good
the two, giving help and advice
motivator, patient, someone
"That's something that we'll to the managers, Diamondwho buys into our philosophy,
delve into on a more definitive backs president Rich Dozer
someone who can pick up a
nature fairly quickly," Showal- said.
player's spirits when they're
ter said.
down."
"I would imagine that there's
His parting with SteinbrenShowalter, initially interner was due to the owner's in- a very good chance he'll tum
ested in vacancies at Detroit
sistence that he fire batting up in Lethbridge at least once
and Oakland, said he was
next year," said Dozer, 38.
coach Rick Down.

Irish win equals money
Rick Warner
The Associated Press

Notre Dame will answer an $8
million question Saturday at Air
Force.
If the No. 8 Fighting Irish win,
they will earn a spot in the Fiesta-Orange-Sugar bowl alliance
that will be worth at least $8 million to the school.
If they lose, the Irish (8-2) may
not go to any bowl because their
only choices would be the unglamorous Independence or Liberty,
which pay a paltry $750,000 per

team.
So a lot more will be at stake
Saturday than Notre Dame's bid
for a three-game sweep of the
military academies.
The Irish needed a last-second
goal-line stop to beat Army 28-27
and trailed Navy in the third
quarter before backup quarterback Tom Krug, subbing for injured Ron Powlus, led them to a
35-17 victory.
In both cases, Notre Dame had
trouble stopping the wishbone
offense that also is used by Air
Force.

"There's no way you can truly
defend it," coach Lou Holtz said.
"You do this, they're going to do
this. They've got an answer for
everything you do. You always
feel like ... they've got you in
checkmate."

NASHVILLE, Tenn. -- Houston
Oilers owner Bud Adams will
sign an agreement Thursday
morning to move his NFL team to
Nashville, according to a
spokeswoman for Nashville's
mayor.

Oilers to Nashville In 1998. The
team has two years left on its
stadium deal in Houston, but
might be able to get out of it
early, he said.
"If the team comes early, and I
think there's a chance they would
want to, their preference would
be to try to find someplace to
play (in Memphis)," he said.

The signing, which was origiNo agreement will be final, he
nally set for Monday but was said, until the Oilers sign a lease
postponed by Adams, will take on a Nashville stadium. That
place in Nashville, said Tarn could take place next March.
Gordon, a spokeswoman for
"There are lots of ways for
Mayor Phil Bredesen.
both parties to get out between
now and the time the formal
The mayor flew to Houston this lease is signed," he said.
morning to talk with Adams
about the details of the 50-page
The proposal, including a new
document, which lays out details stadium, would cost more than
of the city's $292 million plan to $290 million.
relocate the Oilers and build
It would be funded primarily
them a stadium.
through a bond issue and the sale
of luxury seats and the rights to
"They were able to reach an buy season tickets. The city
agreement. There will be a sign- council in Nashville and the state
ing in the morning in Nashville," Legislature must give their apGordon said. She was unable to proval.
disclose details of the discussions between Adams and the
The Oilers have been in Housmayor, who was scheduled to fly ton since 1959 when they were a
back to Nashville this afternoon. charter member of the old AmerThe day before, Bredesen ican Football League, which later
shopped in Memphis for support merged with the NFL.
of his plan to woo the Oilers.
While Bredesen said the Oilers
might want to play temporarily
"I'm not trying to say it's just in Memphis, the Mad Dogs of the
as good for Memphis as it is for Canadian Football League have
Nashville ... I genuinely believe exclusive rights for professional
it's very good for the state of football in the city's 63,000-seat
Tennessee and for the other cit- stadium.
ies in the state of Tennessee,"
Bredesen said Tuesday.
Mad Dogs manager Pepper
"And certainly, as the other Rodgers said he has not talked
major city in the state of Tennes- with the Oilers or anyone else
see, I think Memphis stands to about sharing the stadium or givT
benefit."
ing up the lease to it.
Memphis sports boosters have
"I think it would be financially
sought an NFL team for more impossible for both of us to play
than 20 years, and the possibility together," Rodgers said. "Our
of the Oilers moving to Nashville lease would hurt them and their
is less than joyful news to some playing would hurt us."
Memphis residents.
The Mad Dogs struggled with
Bredesen made his pitch for low attendance in their inaugural
Memphis support at a Rotary season this year and have until
luncheon.
Dec. 1 to tell the CFL if they plan
His proposal would bring the to play a second season.

FALCON SWIMMING
HOME MEET SATURDAY
BOWLING GREEN VS. TOLEDO

Saturday, Nov. 18 * 1:00 p.m.
at BGSU's Cooper Pool
ADMISSION is Fncem

$$$ NEED MONEY? $$$
Want to bring ethnic arts events to BGSU?

Ethnic Cultural Arts Program 372-2222
CALL US NOW!
$$$
BGN

Applications for

• spring '96 BG News editor
are now being accepted. Application forms may
be picked up at 204 West Hall.

Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 30.

S^e Up tO $5 on a

personalized color calendar

Bring this offer into Hnko* and saw '2 on a yearly calendar formal or '5 on a monihly
formal Kinko's requires written permission from ihc copyright holder in order 10
reproduce any copyrighted material Offer is limited lo one coupon per customer
Coupon must be presented al time of purchase and is not valid with other offers.
Coupon void where prohibited by lawNo cash value. Offer expires December 10, 1995.
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115 Railroad St,
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CAMPUS EVENTS

Brewsters Pour House
Special Turkey Ruben & cup of soup $4.25
or Gyro Sub & cup of soup $4.25

SERVICES OFFERED

AM* — AMA — AMA
Come join us on Friday. Nov. 17tfi at 5:00pm
for HAPPY HOURS al BW-3. All AMA mamoars and marketing (acuity are welcome! Hope
to see you tnarel
AMA~'AHA—AMA

Attention Spring Breakers' Jamaic&Cancun $389. Bahamas $359. Florida S129. So i trips, earn cash, & go freel
1-800-234-7007.

CHARIOT F.XPRESS TRANSPORTATION
Airports, bus/train stations, HOME!
Any city ol your choice)
4 people ride tor the price ol one1
Same destination only. Ride In a
Luxury Sedan for Taxi ratesl
Advance reservations suggested.
Call GENIE NOWat419-266-6338.

S.C.E.C.

Factory Outlet Siore
Student Desks starting at $39.00
Miller Woodworking Factory Outlet
Woodland Mall'354-1614

MASTERCARD
•No Credit Check

PERSONALS
§1 Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Party
CruiselEarly Specials' 7 Days $2791 Includes 15 Meals A 6 Parties! Prices Increase
12/151 Spring Break Travel
1-800-678-6366.
#1 Awesome Spring Break Panama Cityl
Early Specials! 8 Days Oceanview Room With
Kitchen $1291 Walk To Best Bars' Key West
$259i Cocoa Beach Hilton $1691 Pnces in
crease 11/21 & 12/1511-600-678-6386.
#1 Awesome Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break
Specials' 111% Lowest Price Guarantee! 7
Nights Air from Coiumbus & hotel $3991 Book
Early' Spnng Break Travel 1-800-678-6386.

Student Council for
Exceptional Children
All Special Ed. Majors Welcome

ALPHA PHI'ALPHA PHI
CONGRATULATIONS
Juhe Chmelik on your
recent 'pearling' k> Mike Apple.
You guys are great!!
Love. Jean ft Erin
ALPHA PHI-ALPHA PHI

Meeting Sunday Nov. 19
Time: 6-8PM
Place: 115 Education
Topic: Parents of children
with Disabilities

Been There? Seen It? Done It?
Need something new in your romance?
Send $5.95 ♦ $3 00 SftH, check or MO. W:
2002 Things to do on a Date
P.O. Box 6407. Toledo 12
Toledo. OH 43612
BGSU Mom, Dad, Grandma, Grandpa, Sister.
and Brother Sweatshirts.
Collegiate Connection. 531 Ridge
352-8333.

The BG News
&

Unigraphics
will be
closed on
Wednesday
November 22

»BBBVIS)DSB4SL
Locally Owned S Operated
byEdSchwerkott

TUffy
Auto Service?
Centers

Tuffy "Does It •Right!
353-2444
1087 S. MAIN STREET

Needed: Subloaser for Spnng. Own Room,
share kitchen and bath. $i60/mo. Call Doug
@ 353-6056.
Rmte. wanted to share 2 bdrm
2 bath apt. in Perrysburg
$275/mo&1/2elec.Cail
Deniseat872-2153.
Roommate for beautiful apt. Spring semester.
Close to campus, with great roommates. Dec.
and May PfJdj Call 353-6500'
Subleaser Needed Immediately!!
One female subleaser needed for 1996 Spring
Semester. Located on Pike St. 1/2 block from
campus. Excellent condition. No Pets. Rent
$193.75 a month • electric. Could move in
ASAPl If interested please call Shannon at
354-2181.
Subleaser needed, close to campus, low rent,
all utilities paid except gas. quiet roommate
CallJason at 353-4041.
Subleaser needed immediately. Call alter 5pm
352-8061.
Subleaser needed to share apt. at Campus
Manor. Will have own room, only need to pay
elec. Call 354-8616.
TIREDOF YOUR ROOMMATE?
Well, move off campusl Female subleaser
needed for apartment close to campus. (JanMay WJ. Low rent and own room. Call Suzanne 354-7905.

HELP WANTED
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
For into call 301 306-1207
—FREE TRIPS* CASH—
Find out how hundreds ol students are already
earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH
with America's 01 Spring Break company!
Sell only 15 trips and travel tree! Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Ma2atlan, or Florida CALL
NOWI TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(800)95-BREAKI

Picture Thi si
The Key Yearbook is looking for reliable photographers interested in gaining experience
while working for our annual publication. We
are looking for people with some photography
experience and who own a camera. For more
information call us at The Key. 372-8066.

Get on the Fast Track
Earn your true potential by joining on of America's fastest growing telecommunications Co.
Flexible hours. Excellent pay. Can now1
666-0111
II you are looking io gam experience in Marketing, Management, Logistics, Sales, or General
Business, call OTP at 1-800-356-5967 OTP is
currently hiring motivated students to fill positions in Maumee, Sylvanla, Perrysburg, and
Toledo. Earn $7.000-$10,000 while gaining a
possible internship. Positions are filled on a
first come first serve basis.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to $25 • $45/hour teaching basic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required.
FQf mfo. call (206) 632-1146 exl. J55442.
National publisher of three trade magazines,
based in Woodville, OH, seeks production coordinator with background in graphic design.
Must posess strong communication and organizational skills. Should be familiar wifh computer graphics and page layout software. Salary
based on experience: health and dental plans:
401-K Call Shawn Zurver at Modem Trade
Commmunications. (419)849-3109. 8 to 9a.m.
or 3 30-430 p m., before Nov. 22.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING - Seasonal & fulltime employment available al National Parks.
Forests A Wildlife Preserves. Benefits * DO
nusesiCall: 1-206-545-4804 ext. N55443.
Our firm is looking for individuals who want to
gain comprehensive management expenence
next summer. Earn $6,000 to $10,000 per
summer. Positions available in select Cleveland suburbs, Columbus. Akron, Canton, and
more Call 1-800-887-1960.
Part-time cook needed. Must be good worker
w neat appearance. Apply m person. BG
Country Club. Good pay. 923 Fairview Ave.
Call 352 3100
RESORT JOBS
Students Needed)
Earn to $i2/hr. * tips. Theme parks. Hotels.
Spas, • more. Destinations include Florida.
Hawaii, Colorado A So. California. Call Resort
Employment Services 1-206-632-0150 ext.
R55442.
SPRING BREAK '96 - SELL TRIPS. EARN
CASH A GO FREEH Student Travel Services is
now hiring campus re presen moves. Cancun
from $399. Jamaica from $439. Florida from
$99. Call 1 -800-648-4849 for more info.
Summer Business. Are you an entrepranuer?
Great opportunity with low start up cost. Management training. Earn up to $6O0/week. Vehicle required. Be a leader. Call Greenland Irrigation at 1-800-361-4074.
T.A.S.P. International is looking for hard working, highly motivated students to fill management positions for the summer of 1996. Gain
valuable expenence to enhance your resume.
Average earnings are between $7.000-$9,000.
Positions are being filled on a first come, first
qualified basis In all Cleveland suburbs, Mentor. Akron. Canton. Columbus. Youngstown,
and Southeast Michigan. For more information
call Man Scherer @ 1 -800-543-3792.

2 apts. available now or second semester. 1
brand new. Great locations many extras. Rent
vanes w/ * ol people. Call 353-1731.
Computer lor sale. Fax, modem, laser pnnter.
monitor included. Asking $1200. MUST SELL'
Call372-S?80.
Sofa Sleeper, queen size
$100 o bo.
Call 353-5218

FOR RENT
2 bdrm. furn. apt. avail.
Doc. 2 724 6th St. New carpet'
Can 354-0914 for details.
2 or 3 bdrm ranch for rent. 612 7th Street
$695/mo. * util. 1 bath, wsh/dry. Nice garden
Call 474-5344 ptwn 9-5 M-F.
Apt. available immedlatly tor sublease. One
female needed $18l.25/mo. There are 3
bdrma. and 2 bathrms. Sublease until 5/96.
Comfy, roomy efficiency. Furnished. Mailmum of four people allowed. Close to campus. Columbia Cts. Call 353-6517 or
419-866-0685 tor more info.
Female roommate needed for 2 bedroom. 2 full
Path. A'C. dishwasher. Call 353-0252.
House need 1 -2 Subleasers. Palmer Ave. $144
a month . utilities. Own room. Call Brian or
JLVI'-C354

19-3

HOU6ES A APTS. FOR FALL 96
Office 316 E Merry Apt. 3
3530325
Also, well mail listing'
Large 1 BR available nowl $4i0/mo gas heat
mc'uOed Call 352-9661
Male roommate needed for Spnng '96. Own
room. $i90vmo. Free sewer, water, and gas.
Split electric and phone. Call 354-7039.
Male Subleaser, own room $225 ♦ elec, share
apt w/one person. Available now, call
353X911 or 625 6291
Q.i oi A Neat Femate subleaser needed for
spring A/or summer. Located on E.Wooster
across from Kohl Hall. $2l5/mo. * Electric.
Own Room Call 354-5802.
Outet 1 Bdrm apt. avail.
Jan. All util pd. except gas A elec
Call 353-3017

great
scores...

great
skills...

|COUPON |

Any Lg.l Item |
Stuffed Crust »

HOLIDAY EMPLOYMENT

BHSM

■

Kaplan helpa you focus
your teat prep studies and

initti m AitornlK

your confidence, so you can
get a higher score.

1-800-KAP-TEST

II t*:< is ol interest to you please coil

OH 45365 4009 Attn.: Employment Manager

'90 Buck Skylark- Sharp! White ext/Red int.
Auto, 4 cyci . 2 door, good gas mileage. Asking
$5,000. Call 823-1162 or 372-2458.

Childcare in my home. 2 children,
$5mr. Some evenings. Approx. i0-15hrs/wk
Call 354-0881 after 5:30.

Attention Students! If you're going to be home for the
holidays and earning some extra money sounds like a
good way to spend your winter break, here's Just the
opportunity. Several positions will be available in
November and all the way through January on all shifts.
Pat Taylor ol (513) 498-2194 or (800) 848-4406 Slop in
to complete on cjppli< at ion or send in a letter ol intorosl
I* i Direct Graphics Inc..
829 Vandemark Rd . P.O Box 4009. Sidney.

'85 Ford Ranger, good condition, cap and new
tires $2.000 obo. Ca" 352-8539.

Oaycare in our home. 2nd semester
Fkwible Hours. Call 354-1976.

Pregnant? Free Pregnancy Test.
Confidential & Caring.
354-4673 B.G. Pregnancy Center

Next to Pizza Hut
FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE!
FREE SAFETY INSPECTIONS!
NO OBUGA TION C ST IMA ITS I
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8am-6pm
SAT. 8am-4pm

FOR SALE

Needed: 1 Subleaser for effeciency apt. in
downtown BG. $295/mo ♦ uOI. Call 354-6014
'or details.

National Student Exchange
Any student who has attended a
General Information session forNSE must
attend a second step session
Togetmore information regarding
Individual schools exchange program.
Wed.. Nov. 15.4:00, Taft Room Union
Thurs.. Nov 15. 9:00PM. Faculty
Lounge.Umon
2nd step sessions presented by:
Sue Young, NSE Coordinator
For more information call
f£nc Sanders at 372-2451
Or at 310 Student Services

l Includes oil fillet, up to 5 qts. ol oil,
i chassis lube and 24 pt. safety Inspection.
I "ffx wtm any offur scheduHd service.
, "Wilti coupon in lieu ol olfw offers. BG local on only.

Earn $500 next semester!
Marketing agency looking for student representative. Call Neil 1-800-783-4237x344.

Male subleaser for Spring.
Rent $163.00/ Low utilities
Close to campus
Call: Ricardo 354-6176.
Needed female subleaser for spring semsier to
share a 3 8R apt. Own bedroom and bath.
Close io campus Call 353-8129.

GAMMA.
(Greeks Advocating Mature Management
of Alcohol)
Sponsoring: Taste of The Town
Time: Thurs.. 11-16.1:30-3:30
Location: Community Suite of the Union
-Featuring FREE pizza from Pisaneilo's, Papa
John's. Campus PoRyeyes. Moosebrothers,
and the Pizza outletI*
50-50 Raffle and Morel
Prizes from Campus Tanning, Grounds for
Thought. Frickers, Big Boy, Bee Gee Books.
and more!
Come join the fun I

;$1295 or FREE*

We are currently accepting applications for the
next Nurse Aide Training class. In addition io
competitive wages and excellent benefits, we
are also offering a sign on bonus. To become
part of our exceptional nursing and rehab
team, please apply in person at:
Northcrest Nursing and Rehab Center
240NorthcrestDr. Rt.6
Napoleon. OH 43545
E.O.E.
Window washer. FlexiHe hours. Own transportation required. Call 352-5822.

Help! We are graduating and willing to
make you a deal. We pay 2 months, you pay
3. 2-3 subleasers needed. 2 bdrm. 1 1/2
baih, dishwasher, air conditioning, walk-in
closets, very clean apartment. Only pay electric. Call 353-9222 or leave message.

MARK'S MARK'S MARK'S
Don't forget tonight's
BEAT THE CLOCK
from 6-9
Ladies Night
9-close
dnnk specials & no cover
Home of the Drinking Falcons I

i LUBE/OIL/FILTER SPECIAL

Cheddar's
Now open m Findlay
Cheddar's is great place for students seeking a
challenging & rewarding atmosphere that can
be shaped around any school schedule. We
offer great starting pay A FT or PT positions!
And we are only 15 mm. away from BG! Come
see us ac
Cheddar's Restaurant
2100 Tiffin Av» (in front of Meijer)
Findlay, OH 45840
(419)423-4499
Accepting Applications daily.

Help1 Female Subleaser needed for Spnng
Semester. Close to campus, $l60/mo. ♦ elecInc. Great roommates' Please call 354-6139.

FUNDS TO AID CHILDREN IN WAR-TORN
COUNTRIES
Please send all questions/donations to:
Bowling Green State University
University Hall
Aiding Children of War
P.O. Box 190
Bowling Green, OH 43403
Chech s payable to EITHER:
AIDING CHILDREN OF WAR or
UNICEF-ATLANTA
For more information about Olmptc
Aid-Atlanta call:
1-800-FOR-KID8

1

Still looking for that someone special?
204 pgs. to put you on the right track.
Send $8.95 • $3.00 S&H. check or MO IO
50 ways to find a lover
P.O. Box 6407, Toledo 12
Toledo. OH 43612
Very Limited Offer
1 yr. Unlimited Tanning - $100
Campus Tanning 352-7689

Female Subleaser - This Spring Term
OAjiet. Spacious townhousew/own
washer & dryer. Fun roommates. Call
Sarah @ 352-5938.

Fast for a World Harvest
Find out how you can get involved! In the
Union Foyer 11 -2 Mon-Wed. and
9-4 Thurs.
Fast for a World Harvest
Day of fasting Nov. 16
5:15 Mass at Saint Thomas Moore Chapel
6:00 Soup and Bread ol the world supper
(at STM Chapel)
7:00 A performance by Norma Dietz
'Testament - A Life of Jesus'

'100% Acceptance
1-809-474-6549 Ext. 8226 in! Id.

Wanted111 Individuals, Student Organizations
to Promote SPRING BREAK. Earn MONEY
and FREE TRIPS. CALL INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS.
http7rwww.tcpt.com- 1-80O-327-6013

1 Female Roommate needed lor fall semester
2bdrm.,A/C.Fum.,l 1/2 bath util. pd.
$260/mo. Call 353-2426
Apartment available Spring Semester
Only utilities are electric and phone.
AC. right next io campus.
353-4247.

1-600-426-7710

'No Security Deposit

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING • Earn up to
$2,000*/ monji working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World Travel. Seasonal
A full-time employment available. No
experience necessary. For more informaDon
call 1 -206-634-0466 exl. C 554 4 2

WANTED

Spring Break '96 * Travel Freed
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas
Panama City. Daytona. Padre
' Great Low. Low Prices *
' Free Trip on only 15 sales *
Call lor FREE info packet
Sun Splash Tours

Grants and Scholarships! are available. Billions ol dollar* In financial aid. Qualify immediately. 1-600-400-0209.

National Student Exchange
Any student who has attended a
general info, session lor NSE must
attend a second step session to get
more specific information regarding
individual schools on the
Exchange Program
Wed. Nov 154:00 PM
Taft Room, Union
Thurs. Nov. IS 9.00 PM
Faculty Lounge. Union
2nd Step Sessions presented by
Sue Young. NSE Coordinator
For more info call
Eric Sanders at 372-2451
Or stop by 310 Student Services
Phi Mu Pancake Breakfast
Nov. 19 al St. Thomas Moore
Caletena 10:30 to 2:00 PM
'$2 all you can eat"'
Proceeds beneln Project HOPEI
For info and tickets call 372-2750

BUD LIGHT AT B RAT HA US
Every Thursdsy ALL NIGHT
BUD LIGHT at a great price
Also 'House Special' Legal Joint $1.25
Kamika*, Qualude. Melon Ball $.75
19 and over ■ No Cover

Babysitting in my BG home. days. Lots ol TIC
Call Donna at 352-8967

ATTENTION!! ATTENTIONM
STUDENT AND FACULTY
BGSU BLOODMOBILE
NOVEMBER 13-17
10:30AM-4:30PM
AMANI RM. (BASEMENT OF COMMONSI
GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE
....GIVE BLOOD
BGSU BLOODMOBILE
NOVEMBER 13-17
10:30 AM-430PM
AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)
Join the Bahai discussion group. Fridays
9:30AM BA Room 109. Bahai into line
287-3230

Brewsters Pour House
Da Funk Nuggets Thurs. - No Cover
Come danoe and parly.

KD * CORY HERNANDAZ ■ KD
THe sisters of Kappa Delta would like to congratulate our sister of the week for all your hard
work and great sisierhoodsl
Great Job Cory I
KD' CORY HERNANDEZ ■ KD

/

\

Afldtl. Items $1

net a higher score
CALL 352-5166 FOR FREE DELIVERY

1

MZZCr

KAPLAN

203 NI. Main St., Bowling Green
BG'S MOST AWARD-WINNING PIZZA!

* MCN'S AftSKeTftfUl HOM€ CXHIBITION VS. Mill T6AM...TONIGHT 7:30!
PRCVICUI TH€ FALCONS IN THCIR IRST CXHIBITION. PRCSCNT I.D. FOR €RSV ADMISSION.

Barman Former
; Fit 11/17* Sat 11/18
u

Itrn'mbji
palisat ipi fcbrrrfi Htfrrn

SPORTS i\HiIlTIBETTER THAN A FREE LUNCH
Department of Economics Scholarships

7/930/laMaagl
111

WHAT:
AMOUNT:

" Ulterior* tana
afattaft^Qnam
ri*4atoa*{
tyrant'
Sponsoredby

BfiTMRN
pOREVEF|

HOW:

NO COVER BEFORE 12
If
Yon Wear A

WHO:

Pro Sports Jersey
110 N. Moin

j

Rowling Green

352-9222
1
'.I

WHEN:

3 Scholarships for 1996-1997
One $1,000 schotarehlps
Two $500 Scholarships
Apply to the Department of
Economics (3009. BAA)
Write an essay of 1,000 -1,500
words
1. BGSU underyaduates of any
major
2. Must have minimum of 3.0 GPA
3. Must have completed 6 semester hours of
Economics as of January 1,1996.
Application and essay deadline is February 1,1996

